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THE BLACK CAT

Thomaston’s Grade School As It Will|Look

By The Roving Reporter

Many older readers of this de
partment will recall “the little
man,'' as he called himself. Could
spell any word in the dictionary,
big or little, so he said.

The Publisher Of The Courier-Gazette Gives
Reason For County and City Issues
A quiet experiment, started two ness of delivery delay over 48 hours,
months ago, and carried on the destroying the value of much of the
first few weeks with blood and paper. Many plans were considered
all overshadowed by the spector of
sweat and tears (in one instance
"overtime,' arch enemy of our suc
at least) has shaken down into a cessful newspaper operators. Out of
highly satisfactory routine opera, this travail was evolved the two is
tion at The Courier-Gazette office, sue plan.
i
and there by hangs a tale.
i The County Issue comes out at
For some twoyjiecades prior to 3.30 Friday afternoon, culminating
the opening of-siorld War II The the co-operating effort of every de
Courier-Gazette ran on three issues partment throughout the week, un
per week schedule, but the Satur derlying much of the regular op
day issue from the first was the erations. Since the carnage and
lamest of lame ducks. It came out ; chaos of the first issue, July 16,
too late in the week to be of value the county-edition has rolled on
to retail merchants for Friday busi. schedule, carrying a greater news
ness and too late in the day Sat load and more and better features ’
urday to even reach dinner-bound than any other issue and landing
readers. It lay in every county post in the hands of every subscriber j
office until Monday and reached outside of Rockland, Saturday, by
R.F.D., subscribers later that day. noon time. It contains everything
It was unpopular inside the plant of interest except what occurs aft
as well as out, one of “Saturday's er 3.36 Friday afternoon.
Children" as it were.
On Saturday morning a skeleton
On July 5th of this year The crew comes on duty, puts into type
Courier-Gazette again went on its and inserts into pages one, three1
three issue schedule, compelled to and seven of the county edition 1
take the step by extreme press that news matter which has been i
ure of news and advertising load recorded through the night and at,
which would not permit a news 10.30 Saturday morning newsboys)
matter break to subscribers and I and Camden-Thomaston bound
correspondents under the Tuesday- dealer delivery cars are trying to
Friday schedule. The new Saturday catch up with the night before
paper was born with certain ad county deliveries.
vantages learned from the past. It
The two-edition plan is respect
was deliberately planned to make fully submitted to the readers of
it the newsiest issue of the week. this newspaper as an earnest' of
Every resource of the staff was of what the publisher is trying to
thrown into that effort which has do toward giving them the best
been and will be sustained with newspaper and the best service
top-flight special / features and possible. The county edition is ded.
stories, including our special pride icated to that great body of our
and Joy, The Farm Pages.
readers who live in the farm home,
Remained to be solved this busi probably the real heart of America.

Chased By Moose
And Now Mrs. Morse Of Ten
ants Harbor Is Being
Chased By Clipping
Bureaus
When Mrs. Dorothy Morse of
Tenant’s Harbor was chased by a
moose a few days ago she was
given the sensation of her life, but
she didn't know that local news
paper accounts of the event were
to have such widespread publica
tion.

From Tampa, Fla., (French Clip
ping Bureau) came a card saying:
“Your name appears in an inter-

Rockland Lodge
NO. 79, A. F. & A. M.

Master Mason Degree
TUESDAY. SEPT. 20
SUPPER AT 6.30

NEW AND USED
85-86

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE
On Order at

“I didn't know they ever pub
lished a newspaper in Rockport”
said Gecrge Hamlin yesterday. To
prove they did, he brought in a
copy of "The Village Echo” pub
lished Oct. 12, 1876—it was pub
lished semi-monthly, with the late
A. D .Champney as editor. Among
the advertisers were S. M. Whit
ten, watchmaker and jeweler; Cole,
Richards & Co., dry goods and the
Rockport Ice Co.

Construction of the Thomaston
Central Grade School, shown
above, is already underway with
the grounds prepared and the lay
ing of the foundation started. The
structure is expected to be ready
for occupancy by April 1, 1950.
The school will be constructed of

cinder block with a brick veneer
facing.
Conventional
windows,
front and back, will be topped with
a glass block area reaching to the
room ceilings for added height.
The front shown in the archi
tect’s sketch has since been de
leted from the plans to cut the

SALES, REPAIRS,
RENTALS

STATE NEWS CO.

MAVERICK SQUARE. ROCKLAND

Mobil-flame
SOCONY-

BOTTLED

VACUUM

GAS

FULL LINE OF
APPROVED APPLIANCES

Increase For Individuals In the Rockland Area
Is Comparatively Small

RIPE TOMATOES FOR
CANNING—$1.50 BUSHEL
GREEN MOUNTAIN
POTATOES, GRADE “A”
GREEN AND YELLOW
SQUASH

NATIVE HONEY

■IMoUMmISEE US

COMPTON’S
17 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1133-W

SEPTEMBER 11 THROUGH 25

WHAT PHONE RATES MEAN

SWEET CIDER

STILES FARM

yOU
tH'

CAMDEN ROAD,
ROUTE 1
TEL. 256-W1
85-86

SERVICES DAILY (EXCEPT SATURDAY), 7.30 P. M.

REV. LESTER E. MANN, EVANGELIST
AT
•
We have called a very outstanding preacher and leader for
this meeting. A rare opportunity and privilege is yours. Try
to be with us every night. Tell some friend.
80-85

BEANO! BEANO! BEANO!

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
American Legion Home
MAVERICK STREET, ROCKLAND
SPONSORED BY POST

Game Starts 8.00 P. M.
FREE Bus leaves Wood’s Bus Terminal at 7.30 for Legion Home.

Leave Home at 10.30 on Free Return Trip.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
MUST BE PAID FOR WHEN INSERTED
OR A CREDIT ESTABLISHED
Hereafter, classified ads for The CourierGazette, when mailed in, must be accompanied by
cash or with established account, and phoned in
ads can be accepted ONLY from those with estab
lished credit at this office.

This is sound business practice and is made
necessary by the non-payment of a large percent
age of these small ads.

If you wish to mail or phone in classified ads, and
do NOT have a regular advertising account with
this newspaper, please step in and arrange such a
credit. Otherwise, ALL Classifieds—CASH. “50
CENTS ONE TIME—3 FOR A DOLLAR—FOR 3
LINES.”

PHONE 770 IF IN DOUBT

Pyrofax Gas Service can be
installed in your home. It'a
clean, fast, dependable, lhe
perfect fuel for cooking . . .
wafer healing . . . and refrig
eration. See us lodayl

//.Wil
Superior BOTTLED GAS Service

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 738

79-S-tf

Reminiscent of the early Forties
was the visit which Stuart Burgess
and I had to “Wyndansurf,” the
Building Committee has provided beautiful Summer home of Mr. and
for future additions on either end Mrs. Thomas L. Maker of Spruce
of the building without altering in Head Thursday night. Awaiting our
any way the general arrangement arrival was a counterpart of the
of the school
many delicious shore dinners which
The structure will measure 108 we had both enjoyed in the period
feet in length and approximately mentioned, when the Makers were
60 feet in width and one story in proprietores of Rockledge Inn. I al.
height.
ways declared that Rockledge Inn
provided the best shore dinners In
the state, and Mrs. Makers cookery,
as demonstrated in Thursday
night’s dinner showed that her
Harry Crockett, North Haven 1 skill
has nowse diminished. The
Fisherman, Who Was cottage built by ‘Tom” and his
Found On Mark Island
assistants is located near the shore
Harry Crockett of North Haven, end of the new bridge leading to
Burnt Island, and from its broad
43 year old lobsterman whose boat
northern window may be seen
went out from under him enroute (except on foggy days) a most de
to North Haven from Camden sev lightful view of the Bay and chan
eral days ago and who was found nel.
unconscious the next day on Mark
In his youth, Gatti-Casazza, the
Island, died in a Portland hospital operatic impressario worshipped
Thursday.
Italy's grand old man of music,
Little is known of the circum Verdi, says the Wall Street Journ
stances of the sinking boat other al. Once, silently adoring, he fol
than Crocketts reference in a mo lowed the great composer many
blocks, not daring to speak to him.
ment of consciousness to the boat
Many years later, when he had
“going down by the stern.”
come to know Verdi intimately, he
An all night search by people of told him about the incident. “What
North Haven who were joined by a
waste
of
energy!”
cried
Camden
fishermen and Coast Verdi, at that age with a good
Guardsmen, resulted in his being pair of legs under you, you should
found on the shores of Mark Island have been following a pretty girl I”
the following day.
—Globes Daily Story.
He had apparently swam from
One year ago: Elmer B. Crock
where he lost his boat to the shore
and then collapsed from exhaus ett died suddenly.—State Prison
tion brought on by his experience Warden Francsi J. McCabe was
and evidently long swim. At the nominated for Chief of the Maine
time he was located on the shore, State Police.—Waldoboro won the
he was unconscious and suffering Twilight League championship.—
irom cuts and bruises about the William W. Cross was elected
head.
president of the Camera Club.
He was transferred to a Portland
/What you lend to Uncle Sam h
hospital from Camden Community
Hospital for treatment of what is pays back full measure, and a lum
reported to have been partial par thrown in; savings bond principi
and interest.
alysis caused by a head injury .

Died In Portland

The lobster bait problem locally tice of the company to ship mest
has been relieved somewhat by the of its waste to the Aberjona reduc
co-operation of General Seafoods tion plant outside Boston for use
Fisheries Division which is expect in fish meal. While the fishmeal
ed to have bait for sale the first income is greater than from bait
of the week, according to. Dick sales, Alphen explained to Reed
Reed. Commissioner of Sea and that his company wants to assist
the lobster fishermen in their work
Shore Fisheries.
Reed explained that he has been and thereby aid the section gen
in contact with President Larry erally.
Alphen of General Seafoods, who A percentage cf the fish waste
in turn has contacted Manager of the Rockland plant will be.scld
Francis Perry of the Rockland fillet locally for bait. Just the exact
plant with the result that redfish amount has not yet been announced
and greundfish cuttings will be largely by the tonnage of fish be
again made available to lobster ing processed at the plant.
The arrangement is temporary
fishermen.
Recently, it has been the prac- i and will probably be continued

Increased telephone rates Will
incur no great hardship in the
M. K- Murphy, National President >iRjzjzjsra?razizizizrzfZJZJZJzrzn Rockland area, according to Dis
trict Manager Dana A. Jordan,
the principal speaker at the 51st
who explained the new schedule
annual ccnvention of the Maine
to a Courier-Gazette representa
League of Loan and Building AsMADE ON THE FARM DAILY
tive yesterday.
MclNTOSH APPLES
In Rockland the individual sub-

GREEN TOMATOES

HOLINESS REVIVAL SERVICES
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

fice and teacher's room. Heat will
be supplied by an automatic oil
burning steam system.
Exits are provided through the
entrance and doors with panic
hardware on the southern end and
in the rear.
Looking to the future, the School

To Address the Annual Convention Of Maine General Seafoods Fillet Plant May Sell Fish
Cuttings Through Lobster Dealers
Loan & Building Association

468 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 563-R

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

school cost by an estimated $1,000.
When completed, the building will
present a flat surface for its full
length on the front.
The school will have five class
rooms, a kitchen and serving area
for hot noon lunches, plus two
toilet rooms and a combination of

NATIONAL PRESIDENT COMING WILL SUPPLY LOBSTER BAIT

M. K. M. Murphy, Rutherford, sociations at York Harbor Sept.
N. J., president of the United States 29-31.
Murphy will speak at the dinner
esting article. I shall be glad to Savings and Loan League, will be
to be held Tuesday night, Sept. 20.
send it to you for 25 cents.”
The speaker, a member of the
Also for 25 cents W. N Smith of
Oak Park, Ill. agrees to send a
Finance Department committee of
clipping. He says he will hold
the Chamber of Commerce of the
the article for three weeks.
United States, also Is a member
The Duluth (Minn.) Clipping
of the faculties of the graduate
Bureau wanted 50 cents, “or 50
school of the American Savings and
cents plus C. O. D. costs if you so
Loan Institute, University of In
prefer.”
diana, and of Fairleigh Dickinson
The West Coast Clipping Service
College.
of South Gate, California, would
He is a past president of the New
send clipping from the Les Angeles
Jersey Savings and Loan League
Examiner for 25 cents
and the Savings Association Man
Showing how Mrs. Morse's terri
agers’ Club of Metropolitan New
fying experience gained nationwide
York and a past member cf the
fame.
Committee cn Economic Policy, U.
S. Chamber of Commerce.
The Federal Reserve System be
He os a graduate of Wharton
gan operation on Nov. 16, 1914.
School of Finance and Commerce,
University of Pennsylvania; New
York University Graduate School
cf Business Administration; Ford
ham University Law School. New
York University Graduate Law
School, and the American Savings
and Loan Institute.

TYPEWRITERS

AH Master Masons Invited.

Mayor Rosaire L. Halle of Auburn
was defeated for re-election, and
may now devote his entire time to
dog-catchnig, which he exploited so
frequently during his term of office.
That first class nonsence may have
been one of the factors which de
feated him. It should have.

from $3.75 to $4; two-party lines,
$3.25 to $3.50 and four-party lines,
$2.75 to 3.
On rural lines the rate is in
creased from $2.50 to $3, made
necessary by the increased cost of
construction and maintenance.
How is the business man affect
ed? One-party lines are increased
from $6.25 to $9; two-party lines
irom $5.25 to $7.50.
On the toll lines under 20 miles,
the toll talking from Rockland to
Camden and Warren used to be 15
cents for three minutes, with five
cents for three minutes, with five
The new rate is 10 cents for five
minutes, and 15 cents for six, seven
and eight minutes.
To Tenant's Harbor and Union,
from Rockland, it used to be 20
cents for three minutes, withh five
cents for each additional minute
The new rate is 15 cents for four
minutes and 20 cents for five and
six minutes.
There is no increase above 25
cents on one, two or four party
lines in the Rockland area except
Camden and Belfast where the in
crease on individual lines, only, is
50 cents.
The Telephone Company had
asked for a 7 percent increased
yield but was granted only 6.5 per
cent.

until such time as sardine plants
can supply bait in quantity.
Lobstermcn have felt keenly the
bait shortage; especially at a time
when lobsters are becoming more
plentiful after a rather slack sea
son for them.
Manager Frank Perry said this
morning that there is a possibility
that the bait will be distributed
through the firm’s dealers rather
than from the plant. He suggests
that lobster fishermen contact the
lobser wholesalers who buy their
catches rather than applying at
the Rockland filet plant.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.
NIGHT

Night is the time for rest:
How sweet, when labors close.

To gather round an aching breast
The curtain of repose.

Stretch the tired limbs and lay
the head
Upon our own delightful bed!
Night is the time for dreams:
The gay romance of life.
When truth that is, and truth that
seems,
in fantastic strife;
Interest from Blend
Ah! visions, less beguiling far
Listed Below
Thrfn waking dreams by daylight

TOWN NEWS
Items of
the Towis
Appear in This Issue.

WEST ROCKPORT
MATINICUS
'
TENANT’S HARBOR
WARREN
APPLETON
WALDOBORO
THOMASTON
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
OWL’S HEAD
PORT CLYDE
VINALHAVEN

CHICKEN SUPPER

are!

—James Montgomery.

It Is the Duty of Every
Parent . . . Sister . . . Brother
To See This Story of an

UNWED MOTHER
'-s
/ » 7 »A

$ 7

niT

—

SATURDAY, SEPT. 17 (TONIGHT)
AT

To Be Shown at

WHITE OAK GRANGE HALL, NORTH WARREN

PARK THEATRE

SERVED FROM 5.30 TO 8.00 P. M. FOR $100

Also Grange Fair This Afternoon and Evening
BEANO-DANCING
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Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

At Regular Prices
FOR 3 FULL DATS
STARTING TOMORROW
Not recommended for chile
SEE OUR OTHER AD

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THE ANSWER AT LAST

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Prospects Are Good

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Month In Advance Waterfowl Outlook Appears
Bright
The shooting forecast is good for
gunners in Maine this Autumn.
A U. S Game Management agent
said Maine waterfowl prospects al
ready appear "bright" although it's
nearly a month before shooting can
start.
Agent Lee F. Brackett said an
other factor favoring Maine sports
men is a 32-day split season, by
comparison with 24 days last Pall.
The 1949 Maine season in migra
tory waterfowl and coot is Oct. 7-22
and Nov. 23-Dec 9 Woodcock may
be shot Oct. 1-30
Brackett said he has word of
"good numbers of teal and black
duck coming into Maine coastal
areas."
“Already I have received reports
of several flocks of geese. Probably
there will not be too many geese
the first part of the season. How
ever, the shooting should be pretty
good in the latter half.”
Hunters are allowed two Canada
geese daily instead of one in Maine
this year

In The Black Cat column some time ago appeared the following
question:
"An army 40 miles long marches 40 miles. When it starts its march,
a messenger rides from the rear to deliver its message at the front. He de
livers his message and returns to the rear just as the army completes its
march. How far does the messenger ride to deliver his message at the
front? (This is a question in algebra, but it can be worked out by arith
metic.)"
In reply to Arch Soutar, who edits the State Chat column of the
The over-all labor market condi
Lewiston Journai. the long deferred answer is here given by the algebraic
tions in the Rockland area showed
method:
little change during August, accord
ing to an analysis of the month's
operations made today by John D.
Coughlin, manager of the Rock
AAoaA /n'tAd&.rn.atieo.f
land office of the Maine Employ
etttd.
ment Security Commission.
Coughlin reports that additional
Ac
di At. i.
-ttA.

[EDITORIAL]

Industrial Operating Levels In Rockland Area
Remained “Somewhat Stable”

A STINGING REBUKE

The tremendous victory won by the Republicans in the
special Congressional election in Pennsylvania Tuesday has
greatly heartened the G. O. P. Tlie Democratic candidate
had the backing of the White House and labor organizations
but was defeated by a majority of 10,000, whereas the District
in last year's election had gone Democratic by lti.OOO. In his
press conference Thursday, President Truman professed to
see little significance in the amazing result, but we cannot
help wondering what he would have told the press if his
personally endorsed candidate had won Republicans are not
far wrong in calling it a "stinging rebuke."
TAKES ON NEW JOB
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The name of former Gov. Horace A Hildreth appears
prominently in the week's news on two occasions, the first
being the fact that he is now one of Ihe co-owners of Radio
Station WABI in Bangor: the other his assumption of his
new duties as ninth president of Bucknell University. The
former Maine executive will continue to be very prominent in
tlie public eye.

MADE MORE MONEY
Mid-Western farmers did not make so much money dur
ing the first six months of the current year, as they did for
the corresponding period a year ago, but this does not ap
pear to have been true in tlie Pine Tree State, where the in
come was $116,173,000. as compared with $103,713,000 a year
ago-

He Is Back Home

t<*£i

Home from the Arctic with rare
bird specimens, Commander Don
ald B. MacMillan brought his
rugged schooner, the Bowdoin, into
Boothbay Harbor Friday afternoon.
Among the specimens on board
was a rare gull.
The expedition, sponsored by
Bowdoin College, MacMillan's alma
mater .included 15 young science
and geology students. It traveled
6000 miles. All on board were re
ported in good health. There were
no accidents, other than loss of a
dory, in unprecedented stormy
weather.
Former Gov Horace Hildreth,
now president of Bucknell Univer
sity, and his brother Charles of
Portland boarded the Bowdoin to
greet their college student sons,
members of the crew.
Besides the bird specimens, the
party brought several polar bears
for mounting. The trophies will be
placed in Bowdoin College’s planned
Arctic Museum.
The 74-year-old veteran of 28 ex
peditions to the northlands re
ports having discovered 25 islands,
most of them off the northern
Labrador coast. He visited the
almost unknown ice pack off Baf
fin Island.
In the frozen lands, the expedi
tion gathered ancient fossils left by
retreating glaciers.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Knox County faces a serious
situation with six cases of polio in
the county and the funds of the
Knox County Polio Association ex
hausted. Chairman James Con
nellan and his committee shrink
from a drive at this bad time of
many drives, rather ask all citi
zens to send their contributions to
Mr. Connellan at the Rockland
Post Office. The need is urgent.
84*86
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Commencing yesterday Maine telephone rates jumped
10 percent, the Public Utilities Commission apparently having
been convinced that the coiporations claims were just. The
new schedule yields the telephone people $1,553,000 more each
your, over and above tlie temporary $1,088,000 granted last
November.

TOMORROW S BIG GAME

iAAt Sftudtttt d^-gOS. — HOC

WALDOBORO
{• »J» «j« ♦J* ♦!**J»•
MRS. ISABEL LABE
Correspondent
*************1**1* *1* ***
Telephone 78

VANDENBERG S ADVICE
Senator Vandenberg's flair for saying sensible things was
again in evidence Thursday when he told the Western Na
tions that they must take immediate strides toward self suf
ficiency, in other words to get on the job and take care of
themselves "No matter what our cooperative disposition
or our self interest, there are definite limits to the American
rsources which we can safely invest in foreign aid," the
G. O. P foreign policy leader said. “Ricognition of this fact
is as important to you as it is to us because our unweakened
strength is a common asset for us all. These limits must not
and will not be overreached.”

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Martin and
family have been on a motor trip
to New York State and Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nickerson and
daughter Cleo of New York have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Nickerson
Mr. and Mrs. Felder Lambert and
daughter Margaret Ann of St.
John, N. B . are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hanrahan.
Mrs. Nina Johnston, who was em
ployed at Maranacook Lake for the
Summer has returned to her home
on Marble Ave.
Miss Una Clark returned Tuesday
to Augusta. She has been the
guest of Miss Mertie Reever for two
weeks.
Mrs. LaForest Adams and Frank
Friend of Bangor are guests of Mrs.
Lura Winslow.
Philip Palmer, a student at Gor
don Bible School, Boston, will oc
cupy the pulpit at the Methodist
Church Sunday a. m.
Mrs. Mabel Hunnewell and Miss
Bessie Reed visited Monday at
Madison and North Anson, and
Monday night were guests of Mrs.
Florence Simmons at Gardiner.
Elmer Jameson and family have
returned to Glidden street after
passing the Summer at their cot
tage in Friendship.
Roger Miller and family have
returned to their home after pass
ing the Summer at Medomak.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Leighton
and son of Sheepscot were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roger Mil
ler.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Leighton
and osn of Sheepscot were Sunday
guests of Mr and Mrs. Roger
Miller.
Nelson Titus of Aina, has been
a visitor at Gay Fields, Friendship
street.
Charles Mathews, who has been
a guest ot Mrs. Albert Benner, has

STONINGTON S FINE EXAMPLE
The wholeheartedness with which the residents of Ston
ington have united in the polic drive furnishes a fine example
which Knox County towns might follow. The necessity of
the campaign, and the urgent need of funds, have so im
pressed Stonington workers that they are giving time for little
else, and the result is going to be a goal achieved

THE SCHOOL PROBLEM
The back-to-nature movement in June leads inevitably
to the back-to-school movement in September. But there will
be about 4,000,000 diminutive Americans for whom school
this year is a brand new’ experience—not counting nursery
school and kindergarten.
Last year's bumper crop of neophytes who swelled the
country's first-grade classrooms to bursting point will move
on to strain the seams of tlie second-grade classrooms—when
they have any. For many grades are already having to
double up or alternate, with students attending only half
days And successive waves of war and postwar babies stand
ready to multiply the problem alarmingly as they reach the
age of learning.
If we mingle the sound of the tocsin with that of the
school bell, it is because Americans are still not facing the
crisis in education squarely. While babies in recent years
have been produced in quantity, teachers have not. During
the war about 350.000 left the profession. Some 100.000 at
present teaching are termed unqualified by the National Edu
cation Association. There is a shortage of 125.000 teachers
for grade schools, but colleges turned out only 25,000 this year
—fewer than in 1941.
Federal aid to education has again been held up by the

BARGAIN DEAL
HODGETRUCKS

WALDO

THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL. 109
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00

NOW’S
I

lst*3d S-tf

A)

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER'S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
IS.SI RANKIN ST*
ROCKLAND

tft
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SATURDAY ONLY, SEPT. 17
Double Feature:
VIRGINIA MAYO
ZACHARY SCOTT
DOROTHY MALONE
in

THE TIME TO

ACT! . . .

OWN TNE

BEST AT

AN ATTRAC

“FLAXY MARTIN”
Also on the program
Eddie Dean with Roscoe Atrs in

TIVE MONEY-SAVING

PRICE!

Come In!

Truck Sales Manager

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

DODGE—PLYMOUTH—JOB RATED TRUCKS

515 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

d*

] returned to Athens College, Ala.,
l where he is an instructor.
Mrs. Delia Hastings was the
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
1T. E Stenger at Martin’s Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burnham
are occupying the Scott house on
Main street.
Funeral services were held Monday at 2 p. m. from the Waltz Fu
neral Home for Mrs. Alvida Ben
ner. 57. wife of Ralph Benner, the
Rev. William Brushy, pastor of the
Friendship Advent Church officiat
ing. Interment in Sweetland ceme
tery

Legal Notice
Whereas, Clifford L. Mank of
Warren in the County of Knox.
State of Maine, by his mortgage
deed dated the third day of May,
1943, and recorded in the Knox
County Registry of Deeds in Book
273, at Page 282, conveyed to me,
the undersigned.
Three certain lots or parcels of
land, together with the buildings
thereon, situate in said Warren and
being the same premises conveyed
to this grantor by Llewellyn Mank
by deed dated October 1. 1928 and
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds,
Book 219, Page 324, to which deed
and the record thereof reference is
made for a more complete and par
ticular description of said premises,
excepting therefrom the wood and
timber as conveyed by this grantor
to said grantee by deed of even date
herewith
Also another certain let or parcel
of land situate in said Warren and
being the same premises conveyed
to this grantor by Clara L. Ander
son by deed dated May 6, 1918 and
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds,
Book 237, Page 366, to which deed
and the record thereof reference is
made fcr a more complete and par.
ticular description of said premises.
Also another certain lot or parcel
of land situate in said Warren and
being the first lot described in deed
to this grantor by Llewellyn Mank
dated October 6, 1928 and recorded
in Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 214,
Page 192, to which deed and the
record thereof reference is made for
a more complete and particular
description cl said premises.
Also another certain lot or par
cel of land with buildings thereon
situate in said Warren and being
the same premises conveyed to this
grantor by Bessie R. Benner, guar
dian by deed dated October 19,
1932 and recorded in Knox Registry
of Deeds, Bock 168, Page 324, and
by Bessie R. Benner by deed dated
September 12, 1932 and recorded in
said Registry Book 237, Page 353 to
which deeds and the record thereof
reference is made for a more com
plete and particular description of
said premises.
Also hereby conveying all real
estate situate in said Tc,wn of War
ren now owned by me whether
specifically described herein, or not
which said real estate has been ac
quired by me either by purchase
or by descent from my mother, the
late Ida E. Mank, or in any other
manner
And whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken.
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof
I claim a foreclosure of said mort
gage.
BRYAN M. CLARK,
July 11. 1949
79-S-85

“TORNADO RANGE”

Ask for

*

s\>

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
SEPT. 18-19

I

Spencer Tracy, Deborah Kerr in

"EDWARD, MY SON”
TUES.-WF.D.-THURS.
SEPT. 20-21-22
Gary Cooper, Patricia Neal
Raymond Massey, Kent Smith
Henry Hull in

“THE FOUNTAINHEAD”

dustrial and commercial enter
prises.
Woolen textiles provide a very
bright spot in the future business
outlook and textiles and shoes will,
in all probability, enjoy fairly well
stabilized operations for sime time
to come. Shipbuilding, planned
construction, fish packing and pro
cessing, logging, and pulp process
ing all promise notable contribushoe workers are hired as a new t,ons toward providing job opporshoe plant in the area continued tunities lor qualified workers in the
to expand its working force. In ad. ! next several weeks.
dition two poultry plants started
There is nothing at this time:
processing birds for shipment which indicates any substantial'
which, together with other miscell- j change during ( September in the j
aneous business activities, resulted high level of employment which
in over 350 workers being placed in was reached in August and there
non-agricultural employment. More is a possibility that the strong up
than 300 workers were employed in swing of industrial employment
completing the bean and blueberry may provide openings which will
harvesting and another group em- absorb some of those who will be
ployed in food processing plants to j finishing temporary employment in
pack the beans and blueberries will the near future.
now be employed for the corn can-,
•----------------- -

COURIER GOES WITH YOU
When yon, as a subscriber of The
Courier-Gazette go South or West
or any place on vacation for a week
or six months, phone or write The
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier
will be sent you, each issue, at no
expense to you.
tf

Notice Of Foreclosure

WHEREAS, JAMES J HARD
ING of Rocklan^, io the County of
Knox and State of Maine, by his
Mortgage deed dated tlie 11th day
cS March. A D 1947 and recorded
in the Knox County Registry of
Deeds in Book 293, Page 466, con
veyed to Depositors Trust Com
pany. a corporation established by
law, and having its place of busi
ness at Augusta, in the County of
ning season
The number of unemployed work
Kennebec and State of Maine— •
A certain lot or parcel of land,
ers in the area showed little change
Oldsmobile
Output
Ahead
Of
together with the buildings there
during August and industrial op
situated in Rockland, County of
Any Time For the Past on
erating levels remained somewhat
Knox, State of Maine, bounded and
stable. An unusual number regis
described as follows, to wit: BE
52 Years
GINNING in the easterly line of
tered for work in the Aroostook'
potato fields and it is now antici-| All monthly production records Broadway at its intersection with
the southerly line of Rankin Street;
pated that, in the near future, more! for the past 52 years were shat- thence south forty-six (46) degrees
workers will be absorbed in shoe tered at Oldsmobile Division when thirty (30) minutes east by said
manufacturing.
Additional work the ,ast new Oldsmobile produced Rankin Street ninety (90) feet to
land formerly of Hupper; thence
opportunities are also anticipated ■ in August ]949 rolled off the as. south forty-five (45) degrees thirty
in the garment industry but the' sembly „ne Wednesday s E Skin. (30) minutes west by land of said
textiie industry still remains rather ner vice.president of Genera, Mo. Hupper ninety-five (95) feet to the
northerly corner of land conveyed
spotty.
tors Corporation and general man- by Lena E. Merrill to F. E. Ha
No
significant
lay-offs
are ager of Oldsmobile announced to- vener by deed recorded in Knox
planned in September, said Cough- day
Registry of Deeds, Book 262, Page
lin, and the present leveU of emA tota, of 3, W5 new Puturamlc 511; thence westerly by land of
ployment should continue, if not oidsmobiles were built last month, Havener to the easterly line of
thence north thirty-one
.ncrease, during the next several Mr skinner sUted This recQrd Broadway;
(31) degrees thirty (30) minutes
weeks.
monthly output surpassed the pre- west by said Broadway ninetyTextiles, construction, Shoes and
seven (97) feet to the place of be
_ J .
vious top mark of 28,445 units built ginning.
Food Harvesting and processing
.
.
..
H
6 m March, 1941. A new daily averAND WHEREAS the condition of
were the principal contributors in age record of 1,351 cars per work
said Mortgage has been broken;
providing job opportunities for ing day was also set. Mr. Skinner
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of
many
thousands of unemployed
• g oldsmobile the breach thereof, the said Deposi
,
ii.puj.cu sald ...
thus provldln
tors Trust Company claims a
workers during August, according to
.
5
s
dealers across the nation with more Foreclosure of said Mortgage and
a State summary of the month’s
new cars for delivery than ever be has caused this instrument to be
activities released today by the
fore in the history of America’s signed in its corporate name by J.
Maine Employment Security Com
M. Owens, its Vice President,
oldest motor car manufacturer.
i thereunto duly authorized, this 13th
mission.
Maintenance of the present rate day of September, A. D. 1949.
Many of the industries called
,
of output means that this Division DEPOSITORS TRUST COMPANY
back their old experienced helo
.
,
u a
. ,
p i will produce approximately 300,003 By J. M. Owens, its Vice President.
which had previously been laid off ’___
85-S-91
and with a continuation of orders
PROBATE NOTICES
will operate on a more or less perSTATE OF MAINE
ley S. Ganz, Trustee.
manent basis. Other work, of a'
ESTATE MATTI KAARTI, late
temporary nature.
is providing Jo “H ^rsons interested in either
p
’ of the estates hereinafter named: of St George, deceased. Petition
many weeks of steady employment At a Probate Court held at Rock- for License to Sell certain real es
as the bean, blueberry and corn land, in and for the County of Knox, tate situated in St. George, and
crops are being harvested and on the sixteenth day of August, in fully described in said petition, pre
sented by Saimi K. Lantz, admini
Dackpd
in
of ourand
Lordforty
one.nlnei
thousand
packed. Wmifrt
Workers in
large numbers the
njneyear
hundred
and stratrix.
will migrate to Arcostook County by adjournment from day to day
ESTATE ALLEN M CONARY,
for the potato harvest and the log from the sixteenth day of said Au late of St. George, deceased. Pe
ging industry will be making a sub gust, the following matters having tition fc,r Perpetual Care of Burial
stantial demand on the labor marl^erT lot presented by Lillian B. Lord,
upon hereinafter indicated it is Administratrix.
ket during the Fall months.
ESTATE NELLIE M BURKETT,
hereby ORDERED:
August
placements
in
jobs That notice thereof be given to late of Rockland, deceased. First
reached the tremendous total of all persons interested, by causing and Final Account presented for al
lowance by Mary A. Stone, execu
84,214 with 79,794 engaged in agri a copy of this order to be published trix.
three weeks successively in The
cultural pursuits and 3,965 in in- Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
ESTATE SMITH B. HOPKINS,
lished at Rockland, in said County, late of Vinalhaven, deceased First
that they may appear at a Probate and Final Account presented for
Notices Of Appointment Court
to be held at said Rockland allowance by Mildred V. Hopkins,
I, Willis R. Vinal, Register of on the twentieth day of September. administratrix.
Probate for the County of Knox, A. D 1949 at nine o’clock in the
ESTATE IRVING E. MURCH.
in the State of Maine, hereby certi forenoon, and be heard thereon if late of Rockport, deceased. Tenth
fy that in the following estates the they see cause
Account presented fcr allowance by
persons were appointed Adminis
GRACE E. VEAZIE, late of Lola M Culver, Trustee.
trators, Executors, Guardians and
ESTATE FRANCES C. RYDER,
Conservators and on the dates Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti of Rockland. First and Final Ac
tion for Probate thereof asking
hereinafter named.
count presented for allowance by
DAISY A. TORREY-, late of St. that the same may be proved and Ralph L. Wiggin, Guardian
George, deceased. Aug. 10, 1949 allowed and that Letters Testamen
ESTATE FANNIE E. HARPER,
Everett L Tcrrey of St. George tary issue to Katherine A Veazie late of Rockland, deceased. First
was appointed administrator, and of Rockland, she being the execu and Final Account presented for
qualified by filing bond on same trix named therein, without bond.
allowance by Austin S. Harper,
PRANCES C. RYDER, late of Administrator.
date.
BLANCHE B SHADIE, late of Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti
ESTATE SOPHRONIA F. PEASE,
Rockland, deceased.
August 16, tion for Probate thereof asking that late of St George, deceased. First
1949 Samuel B Shadie of Rockland the same may be proved and allowed and Final Account presented for
was appointed executor, without and that Letters Testamentary issue allowance by Wallace W. Watte,
to Ralph L. Wiggin of Rockland, Executor
bond.
MARY ALICE GRAY, late of he being the executor named
ESTATE CLARA L. ANDERSON,
Thomaston, deceased. August 16, therein, without bond
late of Warren, deceased. First and
1949 Mary Osgood Sprowl of Thom
ARTHUR B. AREY. late of Final Account presented for allow
aston was appointed executrix, and Vinalhaven, deceased
Will and ance by George L. Howland, Execu
qualified by filing bond on same Petition for Probate thereof ask tor.
date.
ing that the same may be proved
ESTATE JENNIE A. THURS
GEORGE H. JACKSON, late of and allowed and that Letters Testa TON, late of Union, deceased First
Rockland, deceased.
August 16, mentary issue to Harold L. Arey of and Final Account presented for
1949 Bernlece L. Jackson of Rock- ; Vinalhaven, he being the alternate allowance by Florence E. Thurston
land was appointed executrix, with- i executor named therein, without and Helen K. Robbins, executrices.
out bond.
bond.
ESTATE H^JtRjY A BUFFUM,
ROSE A. DYER, late of Warren,
DAVID S. LOW, late of Camden, late of Rockland, deceased Final
deceased. August 16, 1949 Fred C. deceased. Will and Petition for Account presented for allowance
Dyer of Warren was appointed Probate thereof asking that the by Charlotte Buffum, Executrix.
executor, without bond
same may be proved and allowed
ESTATE JESSIE M. DAVIES, of
EDA A. BRADSTREET. late of and that Letters Testamentary Issue Camden. First and Final Account
Vinalhaven, deceased, August 16, to Irving P. Tuttle of Union, he be- presented for allowance by Enid
1948 Edgar H. Bradstreet of Vinal- ing the executor named therein I Davies. Conservator.
haven was appointed executor, without bond.
i ESTATE JAMES DONDIS, late
Without bond.
ESTATE WILLIAM E. BRAM- of Rockland, deceased. First and
MA'l'l’l KAARTI, late of St. HALL, late of Friendship, deceased. ! Final Account presented for alGeorge, deceased. August 16, 1949 Petition for Administration, asking l lowance by Ida L. Dondis, ExecuSaimi K Lantz of St. George was that Genie O. Bramhall of Friend- I trix.
appointed administratrix, and qual- ship, or some other suitable person, , ESTATE ARTHUR ANDERSON,
ified by filing bond on same date.
be appointed administratrix, with- ! late of South Thomaston, deceased
RALPH D. MURRAY, late of out bond.
First and Final Account presented
Rockland, deceased. August 16.
ESTATE DONALD L- INGER- for allowance by Arthur E. Ander1949 William Murray of Rockland j SON, late of Rcckland, deceased. son. Special Administrator.
was appointed administrator, and Petition for Administration asking
ESTATE ARTHUR ANDERSON,
qualified by filing bond on August that Clarence P. Ingerson of Rock late of South Thomaston, deceased.
17, 1949.
land, or some other suitable person, First and Final Account presented
NANCY E. AYER, late of Union, be appointed administrator, with for allowance by Arthur E. Ander
deceased. August 12. 1949 Hazen out bond.
son, Administrator.
H. Ayer of Winchester, Mass., was
ESTATE OLIVE CHANDLER
EDITH ALICE HICKS, late of
appointed executor, without bond. LUCE, late of Rockport, deceased. Roekland, deceased. Will and PetiCurtis M. Payson of Union was Petition for Appointment of Trus 1 tion for Probate thereof, asking
appointed Agent in Maine.
tee asking that Old Colony Trust that the same may be proved and
SUSIE S MOREY, late of Rock- Company of Boston, Mass, be ap- allowed, and that Letters Testamen.
land, deceased. August 23, 19491 pointed successor trustee in place tary issue to Lucien K. Green of
Cleveland D. Morey of Rockland of Stanley S. Ganz of Bcston, Rockland and Arthur St. J. Whit
was appointed executor, without Mass., resigned Presented by Jac- ing of Framingham Center, Mass.,
bond
____
queline A. I^ce Klein of Chicago, they being the executors named
EVELYN B. CROCKETT, late of Illinois and William A. Luce of therein, without bonds
Rockland, deceased. August 16, 1949 Rockport.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR, Es
John B. Crockett of Rockland was
ESTATE OLIVE CHANDLER quire. Judge of Probate Court’ for
appointed executor, and qualified by LUCE, late of Rockport, deceased Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
filing bond on August 26, 1949
Petition for Leave to Execute Lease
Attest: ,
Attest:
to Esso Standard Oil Company of
Wtl.LIS R. VINAL, Register.
79-S-85
WILLIS R. VINAL. 'Everett, Mass., presented by Stan 79-S-85

Records Shattered

sharp controversy over letting federal money go to provide
"auxiliary" services to parochial school students. That this
deadlock has been allowed to prevent action to prop up the
badly sagging public school system shows the indifference
of too many Americans who could have given the right sort of
federal aid overwhelming support Above all, education must
be tecognized as the nation's number one job Then it will
attract the dollars, the talent and the devoted service it
needs.—Herald Tribune.

When the Rockland and Thomaston baseball teams face
each other in Thomaston tomorrow afternoon it will be to
decide the championship of the Knox and Lincoln Twilight
League. Disregarding the merits of the long controversy
which has preceded this contest may we suggest that tlie
better team win, be it Rockland or Thomaston, and that
fandom forget the unfortunate circumstances tiiat have led
up to the play-off.
'

MILLER'S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
SI.Sl RANKIN ST..
ROCKLAND
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All Cars Made
by
Chrysler
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Chrysler Corporation
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PHONE RATES JUMP

Com. MacMillan Brings Rare
Specimens From the
Frozen North

LITTLE CHANGE IN AUGUST

six and eight cylinder cars this
year, thus ^Sttlng an all-time rec
ord.
"As far as this Division of Gen
eral Motors Corporation is con
cerned, we have not experienced
any 'softening1 of the market to
date. On the contrary, demand is
so insistent for all three series of
Oidsmobiles, including the Series
•76' model with the Big Six engine,
that we are now expanding the ca
pacity of our 'Rocket' engine plant,
building a new final assembly plant
and increasing our working force
to take advantage of the gratifying
upsurge in demand for our product.

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning
Speedometer Repair Work On
All Chrysler Make Cars

Nelson Bros. Garage
515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf
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TALK OF THE TOWN

New Phone Rates

Snow Bowl Workers

New ,ei phone rates went intc
effect as of midnight, Sept. 15.
following a decision handed down
by the Public Utilities Commission,
on toll rate hikes, allowed fcr a
temporary pedior, starting last
Sept. 17—Constitution Day,
November, to the New England
S. pt. 21—Women s Basket meeting Telephone and Telegraph Com
cf Lincoln Baptist Assoeaition at
Littlefield
Memorial
Church. pany.
The Warren Telephone Company
Rockland at 10 a. m
Oct. 11—Knox-Lincoln-Wado Bat-.' announces that the new rates in
Association at Hotel Rockland at the shorter distance toll calls re
6 30.
Dec. 8—The annual Method.’ vert to the period before the No
vember 1948 advances, and in
Church Pair.
some cases are noted as lc.wer
REUNIONS
Sept. 17—Carroll-Norwood Family than those rates. For instance,
meeting at Linwood Carroll’s i between Warren and Camden,
Union.
station to station, the basic rate
with five cents charged for each
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Epstein
now is 15c for a four-minute call,
have bought the J. F. Cooper house
additional two minutes. Formerly
on Limerock street and will occupy
the rate was three minutes for 15c,
it in October.
with fvie cents for each addition
A meeting cf the Letter Carriers' al minute over the three minutes..
Othei' rates in effect on the
Association was held at the home
of John W. MacPherson, 3d, and shorter distance calls are. Warren
plans are being rhade for the 1951 tc, Tenant’s Harbor, 15 cents for
Convention. A business meeting four minutes, five cents for each
was held and refreshments were additional two, minutes.
Warren to Thomaston. Rock
served. A lamp was given to Ray
mond Ellis, who was recently mar land, Waldoboro or Union, ten cents
ried; also, also one to James Thomas for five minutes.
Warren to Lincolnville, Wash
who expects to be manied soon
ington, or West Appleton, 20c for
The Coast Guard tug Snohomish three minutes;
towed the Virginia dragger, Paul Warren to Dark Harbor, 25c for
ine Boland into port last night fol. three minutes;
Warren to North Haven, or to
lowing a breakdown of the fishing
craft 12 miles south of Mt. Desert Vinalhaven, 30c for three minutes.
New rate cards are available at
Rock Friday morning. The master
of the fisherman reported to Coast the Warren Telephone office.
Guard that he was disabled with
Rehearsals for the new stage
his trawling gear on the bottom
production
"Night for Pleasure,"
and unable to bring it aboard. The
Snohomish lifted the gear and took written and planned by Charles
Emery, are now underway. The cast
the Boland in tow about 3 p. m.
includes Margaret Sleeper, Rilla
Shirley Ann Jackson, 4, daugh Hennigan, Betty Johnson, Ruth
ter of Mrs. Mary Jackson who was Rogers Dorothy Borgerson, June
critically injured in the triple mo York, George Sleeper and Richard
tor crash on Old County Road this Burby. "Night for Pleasure” is a
week in which Arvo Korhonen lost triple bill of short plays to be pre
his life, was released from Knox sented sometime in October, date
Hospital Thursday in care of rela and sponser to be announced.
tives. The child was found in tht
BORN
wreckage of the completely demol
Adams—At -------, Sept. 15, to
ished sedan after the crash by
Mr. ahd Mrs. Forrest Adams (for
Ralph Ludwick, almost unhurt. The merly of North Haven), a daugh
child's mother has been trans ter—Belinda.
Hopkins—At Orono, Sept. 13, to
ferred to the Maine General Hos
pital in Portland for treatment ol Mr. and Mrs. William R. Hopkins
(formerly of North Haven), a son head injuries received in the Tues William Buell.
day night accident.
DIED
There will be a public baked bean
Crockett—At Maine General Hos
supper at St. Peter's Undercroft, pital, Portland, Sept. 15, Harrison
Saturday night. Sept* 24, from 5 Ulysses Crockett of North Haven,
age 40 years, 9 months. Funeral at
to 7. —*
I o'clock Sunday from North Haven
Baptist Church.
Knox County faces a serious
Snowman—At Vinalhaven, Sept.
situation with six cases of polio in 11, Guy Snowman, aged 67 years.
the county and, the funds of the
CARD OF THANKS
Knox County Polio Association ex
We wish to thank relatives,
hausted. Chairman James Con neighbors and friends who remem
nellan and his committee shrink bered us in any way during the ill
from a drive at this bad time of ness and death cf our loved one.
act of kindness shown was
many drives, rather ask all citi Every
most sincerely appreciated. We
zens to send their contributions to wish also to thank those who sent
Mr. Connellan at the Rockland flowers or offered the use of their
cars; especial thanks tc. Rev. Carl
Post Office. The need is urgent.
Small, who officiated at the serv
84*86 ice.
85* It Frank Yattaw and Family.

GOOD MATERIALS
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD TASTE
It takes all three to make you
proud of a good Monument. Let
us help you. No obligation, of
course.

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS
20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 600

75-tf

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810

Are Getting Things Ready
For Coming Season—
Many Visitors

Headquarters ’ For Knox Lincoln Naval Reserve

HI 1.HBIK'
1

The sound of hammers, saws,
B
digg.ng machines and yokes fill t
the air at the Snow Bowl each
night. The reason for all this is
underway, d) A new foundation
s being buil; for the Ski Tow
our rather extensive proje ts are
house. (2i A new addition is being
.. ade to the 1 orge Hou e. (3) A
drain is being laid to take care oi
he large amount of water coming
down the hill in back of the Lodge
and (4» all the buildings shute an
jump are to be sta.ned.
Under the generalship of Harol
Corthell a large crew has been a
work daily and at night with tim ■
out lor meals, prepared by a vol
L eu
Ma'toim F-ierson cf St. i
G erge. who was n’mf' a® co-r-| unteer crew. Forms for the new re
manding officer of Battery D 703d ment base to the ski ow house hav
been built. The building has been
AAA Maine National Guard last I
we k. Pierson comes to the unit, I emptied of all its contents an i
raised two feet. It is planned to
which is lr. a ed at th" Municipal
Airport in Ash Point, following have the building ready for th ?
new mat hinery when it arrives in
war service in the European The
three weeks. The machinery is be
atre where he received a battlefield
ing paid for by public spirited cit
promotion from Staff Sergeant to
izens who have donated money.
Second Lieutenant.
Sunday aided by a digging ma
chine. a basement was made at the
OWL’S HEAD
southern end of the Lodge house
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pratt of
(kitchen end) and Tuesday night a
Newton Center, Mass., and Mr and
—Photo by Cullen
large
crew built the forms for the
Naval Reservist Judson Chapman, 17, receives code messages under
Mrs. Ralph Willis of Nanta-.ket, j
cement walls.
lhe direction of Chief Radio Electrician William L. Hall who is com
Mass., have returned home after
The work of pouring cement will manding officer of the Knox-Lincoln unit.
vacationing three weeks with Mr.
be accomplished by a large group Naval Reserve Headquarters serv make application for active train
and Mrs. William Nuppula.
of volunteers on Sunday. Work ing Lincoln and Knox Counties ing duty with the fleet during
The Farm Bureau met Thursday must be rushed as time is fleeting.
and located in several rooms of the fleet exercises.
at the library with the meeting.
Clarence Thomas has donated Coast Guard Moorings Base on
Attendance at the Tuesday night
"Variety in Cheese” being conduct the use of his cement mixer and
Tillson Avenue are now ready for meetings will enable Naval Reserv
ed by Mrs. Evelyn Ross. Made at Arthur Bryant has volunteered to
occupancy.
ists to meet the liberal require
the meeting by the members were
operate it. It is hoped to pour the This announcement is made by ments for pension at age 60 after
a cheese and baked bean loaf, a cement for both buildings on Sun
Chief Radio Electrician, William 20 years satisfactory Federal serv
cheese cake and cheese pie. Mem day.
L. Hall. USNR who was appointed ice.
bers of the dinner committee were
The large addition being made as Commandants Local Represent
Visual aid training is facilitated
Mrs Ernestine Tinsley and Mrs. to the Lodge will provide an en
ative for the area. Mr. Hall lives by the use of a 16 MM movie pro
Bernyce Geiseman. It was an
trance to the basement from the in friendship and has been an em jector complete with sound and
nounced by Mrs. Catherine Hallet,
main Lodge without having to go ploye of the Mackay Radio and based on modern instruction rating
Union Fair Exhibit committee
out doors. The room facing the Telegraph Co. of Cushing, since books available to Naval Reservists
member, that second prize had been
kitchen will provide a snack bar 1931,
on application. Lectures by com
received on the nursery toys ex
and will relive the crowded condi The establishment of Naval Re petent officers and men will sup
hibit. Members not present will
tions and will make the work in the serve Facilities in Rockland now plement these aids
note a change of dates for the
Enlistments from men without
kitchen much easier for the vol makes it possible for the 200 offi
October and November meetings.
unteer kitchen crews that man the cers and enlisted men in Lincoln previous military service are ac
The Oct. 18 meeting on "Buying
and Knox Counties to maintain cepted and re-enlistments from
kitchen.
Clothes for Men and Boys” has been
Crews at work the past few days their skills acquired in Naval Ser former reservists and veterans are
changed to an area meeting in
have included: Scudge Frye, Wil vice. to advance in rating and to processed in a minimum of time
Farnsworth Building.
Rockland,
liam Packard. Jimmy Crockett,
on Oct. 14; and the Nov. 17 meet
Kilton Crabtree, Cedric Joyce, Bill
ing on "Christmas Gifts to Buy
Foxwell, Babe Hatch. Lesle Secotte.
and Make has been changed to
George Morrell, Percy Keller, MilOct. 27. No meeting will be held
ton Jamieson,
Harold Corthell,
in November.
Members present
Richard Brown, Kenneth Dickev,
were Helen Buckminster, Mary
Olive Corthell, Prudence Weaver.
Dyer. Bernyce Geiseman. Kather
Albert Thompson. Harold Ames.
ine Hallet, May Holt, Marie Nup
Adin Hopkins has spent long hours
pula, Evelyn Ross, Ernestine Tins
drawing plans.
ley, Alma Walker, Edna Wotton,
Spectators were numerous last
and one guest, Inez Dyer
Seldom has anything touched the jars have been placed in the schools
Sunday and enjoyed seeing the
Recent guests of Mrs. Isabell
hearts
of the people of Stonington and stores.
work in progress. Cars registered
Flaherty were her daughter and
There is a desperate need for
in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio. as has the emergency Polio drive
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. S.
New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachu now in full swing. People every equipment. Iron lungs, hot packs,
Hevenor of Weymouth, Mass.
setts and New Hampshire, brought where throughout the town are re machines and other supplies are
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings visitors. Presidentt Payson was sponding to the call, and it is hoped very costly, so all should give gen
Sun and Wed., 7.30 p. m. 431 Main called incessantly frfom shoveling that when the drive ends Sunday erously. Every contribution, large
St.—adv.
55-S-tf to show guests around.
night this town’s goal of $1,000 will or small, goes directly to help the
polio victims. Not a penny is spent
Public
is
invited
to
ride
out
and
be met.
The State flower of Louisiana is
for soliciting material.
I
Collections
have
been
taken
in
see
the
workers
in
action
and
per

the magnolia.
the movies; the Red Barn has do
Serving as chairman is Mrs.
haps lend a hand themselves.
WITH NSW
nated
the
use
of
its
hall
and
the
Ralph
K. Barter and vice chair
Many
workers
are
needed
for
AID USING
Sunday, both to aid with the ce proceeds from its regular Saturday man Mrs. Robert Smith. Assisting
EVERY USED CAR
ment and prepare and serve a night dance; The Auxiliary is hav in the campaign, giving gladly their
WE SELL IS
dinner. If you can spend some time ing a benefit beano; the American time and efforts are: Mrs. Lloyd
GUARANTEED
come up. Your assistance will be Legion is giving its proceeds from Allen. Mrs. Kenneth Jones. Myron
A 90 day guarantee Is attached
appreciated.
i the Friday night dance the Fish Shepard, Mrs. Cete Vengette. Mrs.
to the good Used Cars we sell.
and Game; O.E.S.; Civic Club and Edgar Crozier, Mrs. Ina Nevalles,
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
j various other organizations are all Mrs Arnold Brown, Mrs. Carol
turnover. Just the car you want.
working out ways to swell the Bagdley. Mrs. William Allen. Mrs
Theodore S. Bird of Rockland Emergency Fund. The Churches are Floyd Barter, Mrs. Lawrence Cou
DREWETT’S GARAGE
was fined $10 in court Thursday taking special collections. Manager sins, Mrs. Lyonis Andrews, Mrs.
Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service
morning on charges of speeding of the local baseball team. Carlysle William Donovan,
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
Mrs. Gordon
TEL. 33-3
at the rate of 50 miles per hour Webb, hopes to arrange a benefit Michardson. Mrs. Hilda Colby, Mrs.
46-tf
cn South Main street Wednesday Ball Game for Sunday and coin Rov Cook and Mrs. Flossie Wallace.
night. Qomplainant was cruiser
car officer Clarence E. O. Perry.

B

ARE WORKING IN EARNEST

Everybody In Stonington Taking a Hand In
the Town’s Polio Drive

HEAR

Wireless Circuit

In Municipal Court

That Generations
to Come may

558 Main Street

Remember

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

• New help for hard of hearing!

—Exclusive Telex method of
printing an electrical circuit on a
Vie oz. plastic wafer means an un
believably lighter hearing aid —
better, purer, noiseless hearing.
Find out also about Telex’ three
new ways to hear secretly! Fill in
the coupon—mail it now!

Have your watch repaired by the
most expert craftsmanship, tested
and timed by tne New Scientific
Watchmaster machine at Daniels
Jewelers, 399 Main St. Rockland.
lfltf

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

SPECIAL

BOYS’ GABARDINE PANTS

TELEX LEADS THE WAY
TO HEARING HAPPINESS

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
i-tf
choosing a family mono*
I*ment,
>our choice is not

only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, ><mr heirs, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
118-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service
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WARREN,

TEL. 98

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
67-S-tf
^Uek tor (Ma «©ol ©n yc<
toefc ©I A©** monwmvM ©r

©K>rfc©e h idenMUt ©U toe*

Aqi wonu<Mnh

AUTM otuta
OULU '

WILL take two Children tc,
board. TEL. 1168-M.
85*86!
“Telex will be demonstrated at the
DESIRABLE heated Apartment
Thorndike Hotel, Tuesday, Sept. 27.
to let, 5 rooms. Modern improve- i
ments, adults only; 91 No. Main St.
Hours 1 p. m. to 5 p. m. and
PHONE 41-R.
85tf
7 p. m. to 9 p. m.”
FOR SALE
The Yattaw Antique Shop, lo
J TELEX HEARING CENTER J cated new No. 1 highway; estimat
ed 379 feet front by 79 feet deep.
| “Dial 3-5911’’ and the address is j
The owners wish a quick sale for ■
| 903 Chapman Bldg., Portland 3, Me. | this property, so why not see it
' Name_________________ ___________ I and tell me if both buildings and i
Name__
land is worth $3000 to you or you
Addresscan make a cash offer for the
above.
City_
FREEMAN S. YOUNG,
---------- J
163 Main St., Rockland, Tel. 730 1
85-87
85-It

FOR FALL
REGULARLY $2.59-$6.75

15% OFF
CONANTS
434 MAIN ST..

1883

(C6 years of service)

ROCKLAND. ME.,

TEL. 988

1949

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
BUILT WITH DOWN EAST YANKEE CARE

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.
Manufacturing Plant, East Union, Me.
Main Office and Showroom, Thomaston, Me. Tel. 175

55-S-tf

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP

and without formal physical exam
ination.
Large amounts of electornic ap
paratus have been installed to train
Radiomen. Radio Technicians, Radarmen, Fire Controlmen, Electri
cians and others concerned with
electronics and general communi
cations.
Commander Howard L. Appolonio of Rockland and Rockport is
medical officer for the activity and
Edward Sullivan and George Robishaw of Rockland are yeomen in
charge of records and enlistments.
Bradford Ames of Rockland and
Richard Lowell of Thomaston have
been employed on active duty in
stalling the electric steam heating
system and electronic equipment.
The Rockland Naval Reserve Fa
cility differs from the organized

(HIGH-Si

Naval Reserve training centers
now located at Augusta, Bangor
and Portland by the fact that at
tendance is purely voluntary. There
is no compulsion whatsoever to at
tend meetings or to go on active
duty cruises.
Regular attendance, however, in
sures the individual reservist of ac
quiring yearly credits for pension
retirement.
Attendance is in civilian clothing
except for those members enrolled
in electornics who will have uni
forms furnished at a later date.
The meetings commence at 7 30
p. m. and run for two hours every
Tuesday night. All reservists and
others interested in becoming reg
ular members of the Naval Reserve
are invited to attend Headquarters
any Tuesday evening.

IL HIGHLIGHTS

The Seniors held their first class
meeting Sept. 14. Class officers
were elected as follows: President,
Jack Smith; Vice-president, John
Blackman; Secretary, Cynthia Hal
lowell: Treasurer, Richard Jones.
A representative from Maki-Favor
Studios, Brunswick, spoke to the
class about graduation pictures.
The Seniors also discussed plans
for the Freshmen Reception. The
committee formed to be in charge
of this event is composed of Dick
Jones, Dino Galiano, Wesley Hoch,
Donald Joseph, Robert Van Fleet,
Claire Brickley, JoAnn Champlin,
Janice Koster, Eunice Pettis and
Marion Tracy.
• • • •
The Junior Class met briefly on
Thursday to elect their officers for
the year
Richard Robarts was
elected president; Carol Huntley,
vice-president;
Edward Mosher,
secretary, and Paul Sulides. treas
urer.
• • © •
The School police force which
will direct traffic in the High School
this year is headed by co-chiefs
Bruce Stratton and Roland Ware.
The entire force consists of Thom
as Baum. John Blackman. Wesley
Hoch, Edwin Hustus, Don Joseph,
Malcolm Hallowell, William LeGage, Milton Proctor, Ray St.
Peter, Ted Sylvester, Brad Sleeper
of the Senior Class and Richard
Robarts of the Junior Class.
• • • •
On mornings when there is no
chapel for the entire school,
Seniors will take turns at conduct
ing their own opening exercises.
IJea Perry was the first Wednesday
morning and read a passage from
Psalm 5. She also lead the class
in the Lord’s Prayer and the Pledge
of Allegiance.
• • • •
Plans are being made for those
who are interested in attending
art classes. Students may turn in
their names and free periods with
an explanation of the art instruc
tion they have already had.
• • • •
At Chapel exercises Thursday
morning, Mr Boothby, principal,
announced the rules for procuring
lunch tickets. Students must ar-

range to purchase them during
activity period. Tardy students
only may buy them at recess.
• • • •
Early in the week Mr. Grant and
Mr. Tozier visited nearby towns
searching for suitable dry pine for
school shop use Much of the pine
that has been available in the past
has been useless, because it is of
poor quality and is poorly seasoned.
No doubt many suitable small lots
could be had from “up overhead”
in shops, sheds, stables, etc. If
any one has any to spare, please
contact one of the above teachers.
• • • ©

It is hoped that some interested
citizen will donate to the High
School shop for use of the students,
a complete old automobile, or an
old automobile, tractor, marine,
motorcycle or outboard engine,
of these old motors now resting in
backyards, bams, etc., will never
be again used and could do an
immeasurable amount of good if
donated to the High School shop.
Telephone Mr. Boothbay or Mr.
Tozier at the High School office.
• • • •
Thursday Mr McKenney and
some of his boys went searching In
nearby towns for some iron and
steel that could be used in the
machine shop course. His boys
have already started to turn down
stock, preparatory to making use
ful tools. No doubt much suitable
material could be had locally if it
were known where it could be ob
tained.
• • • •
Glee Clubs will be organized next
week. On Monday morning the
junior and senior girls will report
to Room 10 In the McLain School.
The sophomore girls will report on
Tuesday morning during activity
period and the boys will report on
Thursday morning. Band will re
port as usual on Wednesday morn
ing.

BEANO
A NEW AND BETTER BEANO

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
At 7.30 P. M.

St. Bernard’s Church Hall
Auspices Knights of Columbus
43-tf

BUILDER
99 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 741-M

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
ROCKLAND. ME.,

Cullen.

A. F. MCFARLAND

Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, in Automotive
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Kequip
ments. Come in especially and see our New Large Stationary
Crank Shaft Regrinder.

586 MAIN ST.,

—Photo by

Damage Controlman first class Richard Lowell of Thomaston, vet
eran of World War 2, checks radio equipment at the Rockland base of
the Naval Reserve unit at the Coast Guard Moorings.

TEL. 24

70-tf

I
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Four

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM AND GRANGE NEWS
Showed 50 Projects Completed By the Four
Clubs Of the Community

F
i

—Photo by Cullen

Farm Bureau leaders who attended a demonstration on eheese dishes by Dr. Katherine Briwa of the
University of Maine at the Masonic Temple in Rockland last week. I.eft to right are, Mrs. Bessie Jackson,
Appleton; Mrs. Evelyn Merrifield. West Rockport; Mrs. Julia Burgess. Waldoboro; Mrs. Esther Mayo, Rock
land; Dr. Briwa; Mrs. Evelyn Ross, Owl's Head; Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson. Jefferson and Mrs. Gladys
Keller of West Rockport.

The four 4-H clubs of Warren
held their local exhibition in Town
Hall Thursday night with County
Agent Ralph Wentworth and 4-H
Club Agent Mrs. Loana Shibles
serving as judges of the several fine
exhibits entered in the contest.
The judging was proceeded by an
excellent program under the di
rection of Mrs. Hazel Gammon,
White Oak project leader. The
White Oak Club opened the pro
gram with the club song and pledge
and flag salute.
A demonstration of a model 4-H
meeting was given by members of
the Eager Beavers of East Warren
with the metqbers holding a regu
lar meeting on the stage of the hall.
Imitations of farm animals by
Sewall Peabody and Gilbert Mar-

ft ft ft A

J Grange* Corner
News Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed

Place Orders Early

Dairymen Who Desire Min Thc Cushing 4-Hcrs Hold
First Exhibition Of Club
erals For Enrichment Of
Projects
Their Soils

Maine farmers interested in re
WESSAWESKEAG GRANGE
storing to their soils the four prin
Regular meetings have been re cipal minerals—calcium, magnesisumed after the Summer vacation ium. phosporus. and potash—and at
and will be held on the second and | the same time wanting to carry out
fourth Wednc da
' month. soil conservation practices, may do
An invitation has been extended so under the 1950 Agricultural Con.
to Owls Head Grange to meet with serration Program for Maine.
us Sept. 28. at which time they will
Fred J. Nutter, of Corinna. chair
provide the literary program. Sup man of the State Production and
per will be served as 6 o'clock.
Marketing Administration commit
A farm products card party will tee, says that ground limestone, su
be held Sept. 23 at the Grange hall perphosphate, and 0-14-14 fertilizer
with Sister Mildred Mills a chair will be furnished through the 1950
man.
ACP at part cost to participating
farers. These materials may be re
WARREN GRANGE
The postponed showing ol movies quested from county ACP offices
by Mr. Genthner of Waldoboro will starting today.
be held Tuesday Sept. 20. The same Final orders for these materials
date Is Booster Night with Mt. for use under the 1949 ACP have
Pleasant Grange of West Rockport been received in nearly every
county in Maine with suppliers
invited.
completnig deliveries to farmers by
SEVEN TREE GRANGE
Oct. 1, reports Nutter.
Our Grange booth in tlie Exhi
Nutter suggests that dairymen
bition hall at Union Fair drew first paricularly should place their or
prize. The exhibit was arranged to ders early in order that prompt de
represent a country store and a livery and application can be made
wide range of goods was on display this Fall. They will want to use
to delight the eye of the farmer them on improved pastures and
and his wife.
hayland. Dairymen whese pastures
Worthy Overseer, Howard Hawes have been short because of a suc
Wishes to thank all the members cession of dry seasons will be espe
who helped him to make the exhi cially anxious to fertilize their pasbit a success.
tureland for mere abundant early
The month of September is here, Spring feed.
the hot days of Summer are behind
us, we must now start planning
for the F’all season and one event
that will be coming soon is our
annual Grange fair. More news of David Hodgdon to Be Knoxthat later.
Lincoln Representative

To Attend Camp Vail

PLEASANT RIVER
A regular meeting of Pleasant
River Grange was held Wednesday
night. Sept. 14. The First and
Second degrees were conferred on
three candidates. The Third and
Fourth degrees will be conferred
at the next meeting.
MEENAHGA GRANGE
An agricultural program was
featured at the regular meeting of
Meenahga Grange on Monday eve
ning.
During tlie lecturer's hour, Wal
lace Ripley of Damariscotta gave
a most Interesting and instructive
talk on “Organic Gardening.” ex
plaining the use and value of com
post in growing vegetables, fruit
and flowers. Several appropriate
readings were given by members.
The program closed with a 'Farm
Market” in which prizes of fruit
and vegetables were won. A bushel
of fine potatoes and two large
pquash were sold to the highest
bidder with Alton Winchenbach
acting as auctioneer. August and
(September birthdays will be cele
brated next week. Tlie refresh-

Hop To It Exhibit

At Eastern States

David Hodgdon of Wiscasset, who
has completed'six years nf 4-H Club
work, is attending Camp Vail at
Eastern States Exposition, Springfield. Mass., as a delegate from
Knox-Lincoln Counties.
David is enrolled this year in
Poultry Management with a housefull of laying birds and two lots of
chickens this Spring. As there is
no 4-H Club in his community
David has been a miscellaneous
4-H member for most of his six
years.

ment committee will be Shirley
Bagley, Lillian and Edna Suke
forth and Carrie Winchenbach.
Visitors were present from Gar
rison Hill, Woolwich, Nobleboro and
Good Will Granges. Total attend
ance was 41,

Dried fruits are very easily digest,
ed because they contain fruit sugar.
This sugar is already in a form that
is available to the body as an im
mediate source of energy. Dried
apples contain as much as 54 per
cent sugar.

The Hop To It 4-H Club of Cush
ing held its local exhibition of pro
jects Thursday night with supper
being served at 6 o'clock by the
Parent-Teaohers' Association.
Several fine exhibits, which have
been completed in ttie first year of
the club’s existence, were shown
by the members.
A program, which opened with a
regular meeting, was in charge of
President Jean Olsen, who gave
the history of the group. Piano
solos were given by Verna Wot
ton and Jean Olson after which
there were songs and games for tlie
remainder of the evening.

Stylee Show
Thomaston Tip Top girls put
on a style show at the meeting of
Thomaston Grange Monday night.
Those taking part were Marita
Butler. Jcanine Wooster, and Ber
nice Hunt.
Dresses, skirts and
blouses were modelled. Mrs. Kath
leen Hunt is leader of this group
of girls.

Hill Top Juniors
Hill Top Juniors of Hope with
Mrs. Bernice Robbins, leader and
Mrs. Ellen Ludwig, assistant leader,
announce the following plans for
Local Exhibition, Tuesday, Sept. 20:
Address of Welcome, Faith Lud
wig.
In Charge of the Meeting, Jane
Robbins.
In Charge of the Program, Char
lotte Hunt.
Lunch, Margaret and Mary Rich,
ardson.
Songs, Alma Bevcrgac and Helen
Mank.
Benefit' of 4-H. Ann Ludwig.
Piano Recital, Jane Hart.

OWL'S HEAD
The postponed meeting of the
Garden Club, will be held next
Tuesday at 7 30 p. m. at the home
of Mrs. Ruth Wheeler, Holiday
Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of
Spruce Head, were guests last Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette, at Hewetts Island.
PUT MORE OPPORTUNITY

IN YOUR FUTURE -

3 PET $18.75 A MONTH
tn Series E Savings Bonds
through The Payroll Savings
Plan. IN 18 YEARS YOE WILL
OWN SAVINGS BONDS WORTH

$3,000 MATURITY VALUE.

tin of the Georges Valley Boys
made a big hit with the audience.
Two excellent violin solos were
given by Carolyn Lufkin, followed
by a motion song by 4-Hers who
were joined in the second singing
by the audience.
Songs by Carolyn and Irving
Lufkin and Sadie Gammon were
accompanied by Mrs. Eva Bar
bour. after which Mrs. Shibles led
the group in community singing.
Mrs Hazel Gammon is leader ot
White Oak 4-H Club of North War
ren; Mrs. Edna Moore of the War
ren Wonder Workers; Mrs. Esther
Durkee of Eager Beavers of East
Warren and Mrs. Earle Moore
leads the George's Valley 4-H club.
A total of 50 projects have been
completed by the mebers of the
four clubs.

APPLETON

WARREN
ALENA L STAL.RETI
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
TttL <0
Due to the rain, the picnic meet
ing of the Study Unit, planned for
the White cottage at Cushing, was
held instead at the home of Mrs.
Edna White, with 10 attending, in
cluding one guest. New England
boiled dinner was served. Sugges
tions for the coming season's pro
grams in the Unit were made, with
plans for two book reviews during
tlie year. An invitation for the Oct.
20. meeting was tendered by Mrs.
Edna Overlook, and will be held
on that date at her Jefferson Lake
cottage, weather permitting. If not
pleasant, the October meeting will
take place at the village home of
Mrs. Evangeline MacKenzie.
The opening Fellowship supper of
the season was served at the Mont
gomery rooms.
The St. George Lodge of Masons
will meet Monday night.
The Fireside Class met last n'ght
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Perry, a
6.30 supper served by Mr. and Mrs.
Perry, and Mr. and Mrs. Niilo Hill.
Committee on entertainment in
cluded Rev. and Mrs. Lee Perry.
Rev. J. Herman Nelson will have
for his sermon topic Sunday morn,
ing at the Congregational Church,
"The Land Which Has Influenced
Human Destiny.’’ The junior choir
will favor with selections, under
the direction of Mrs. Verna Oxton
There are 21 freshmen at the
High School. In the entering class
are the following; Joan Davies,
June Kenniston, Jean Kinney, Car
olyn Littlehale, Herbert Martin,
Carolyn Payson, Melvin Waters,
Flora Wilc.v, Virgina Davis, Phyllis
Pease. Gail Partridge, Ronald Car.
ter, Dorothy Rawley, Avis Gammon.
Dennis Williams, Sally Norwood,
Robert Mr.Kellar, Philip Robinson,
Ronald Barbour, Arnold Wiley and
Freda Hall. This is an unusually
large entering class.
Neil Wyllie is attending Thomas
ton High School.
Violet Boggs and Janet Bean are
attending Waldoboro High School.
Sermon topics at the Baptist
Church Sunday will be, at 10 a. m.
The Church Again Persecuted,"
and at 7 p. m. "Samson's Downfall."
Robert Wyllie has returned to
Gordon College, Boston, to resume
his studies after the Summer va
cation.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen George Carr
of Woodlyne, N. J., have returned
home after being guests of his
uncle, George W. J. Carr. While
in Maine, the three went on a fish
ing trip at Moosehcad Lake.

Wales is considering an $80,000,000 project to build 18 more resevoirs and flood a part of the beau
tiful Nany Ffrancon Pass, to pro
duce electric power.

Spertal Services

Rev. Dr. Wesley G. Huber will
preach and Rev. William Turking
ton will sing and play the trumpet
at the regular morning service cf
the Baptist Church Sunday, Sept.
18 (tomorrow).
Dr. Huber is
executive secretary of the Evan
gelistic Association of New Eng
land having held several pastorates
in New Hampshire and Massachu
setts. He came into the ministry
from the printing profession.
Rev. William Turkington is a
veteran of World War 2 having
served as a chaplain in the Euro
pean Theatre of Action. He is
an accomplished musician and has
gained a reputation as a trumpet
soloist.
Dr. Huber and Mr. Turkington
will also be present at the Larger
Parish Youth Rally to be held to
day, at the South Montvile church.
Sessions will be at 10.30 a. m. and
1.30 p. m.

Knox County faces a serious
situation with six cases of polio in
the county and the funds of the
Knox County Polio Association ex
hausted. Chairman James Con
nellan and his Pommittee shrink
from a drive at this bad time of
many drives, rather ask all citi
zens to send their contributions to
Mr. Connellan at the Rcckland
Post Office. The need is urgent.
84*86

Read The Courier-Gazette

LOST AND FOUND

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be aeeepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will he maintained for these ads.
AEI, MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

At 86 MASONIC ST, Household
HEAVY duty power pulley for
sale. Bolts to Chevrolet metor, for Articles, Clina. Glass and miscel
85-fft
sawing wood, etc. Price $10. R laneous for sale.
S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley Lane. 85-87
GLENWOOD Living-room Heater
SUNBEAM Circulating Heater for sale. Brown enamel, oil, coal
for sale. Large size, green enamel, or wood. Price $30. TEL. 1096-W
85*86
nickel trim. Excellent condition forenoons or nights.
for sale, $45. Also seven oil drums
EASY Spindryer Washing Ma
with faucet, $2 to $5 each. J. C. chine, late model, priced for quick
Moody. Tel. 12-12 Union.
85-87 sale. PHONE 523
84-85
THOMASTON Nine rooms and
USED CARS FOR SALE
bath, hot water heat with oil burn
1946 Chevrolet 4-Door Sedan; 1947
er, excellent location, just listed Chevrolet 4-Sedan, 1948 Chevrolet
and priced to sell immediately. In Aero Sedan, 1949 Pontiac 2-door
spection by appointmc nt. A R. 1949 Plymouth 4-door Sedan, 1947
CARLE. Bicker, Thomaston. Tel. Pontiac 4-Door Sedan. 1948 Ford
Thomaston 165-5.
85*86 Pi Truck, van body. BOYNTON'S
CEVROLET. Camden, Me. Tel.
Camden 519.
84-86
TO LET

THREE-ROOM Furnished Apart
ment, Holiday Beach, year around
home, on bits line; shore privilege.
TEL. 783-W2.
85‘87
A STORE to let. Inquire of
DAVID RUBENSTEIN or Tel. 1285.
84-85
SMALL furnished Apartment to
let, heated, all electric kitchen. May
be seen at 99 Camden Street. AR
THUR JORDAN, Tel. 1245 . 84-85
THREE -room furnished upstairs
Apartment to let; private bath,
adults only. TEL 1384-M, 17 Cres
cent St., City.
84 85
FOUR-ROOM House to let, most
ly furnished, electricity, gcod ga
rage. Available from Sept.. 21 to
June. MR. and MRS. M. JONES.
Clark Island, Me.
83-85
THREE-ROOM Furnished Apart
ment with bath to let. Heated, at
148 Cedar St. TEL. 1295-J. 83-85
THREE-ROOM Furnished Apart
ment to let. Available Sept. 19.
ALVAH SMITH. 35 Wadsworth St.,
Thomaston.
83-85
THREE-ROOM Furnished Apt.,
all modern; private bath, heat and
lights furnished.
Call at 100
UNION ST., City.
82 88
FURNISHED APTS.
Two Apts., 2 large rooms, newly
furnished, has electric range, with
bath, heated; both on front of
house.
One Apt., large room with toilet,
has cook stove for heat.
One Apt., 4 looms with toilet,
cook stove heat.
Tel. 8060, V. F. STUDLEY. or call
to see my caretaker, 77 Park St,,
Mrs Henry Miner.
82tf
TWO-ROOM Furnished Apart
ment to let. all modern, heated.
Call at 100 UNION ST.
83*90
BEDROOM with light house
keeping privileges to let. FLORA
COLLINS, 15 Grove St. Tel. 182-R.
74tf
ROOMS,

BUYERS

Board

by

day

or

week;

ANTIQUES, Glass, China, Furniture,
old Paintings, etc., wanted
CARL E
FREEMAN, Olen Cove. Tel. Rockland
103_________________
Stf

ATTENTION!!!
Note These Two Values!
25 Acres of Land on Route

A.

Fine view of Penobscot Bay

and Islands.

Cabins.
's'

Advertisements in this column not to exreed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, tlirre times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for raeh line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a linr.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called I. e. advertisements which
require the answers to he sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

ROW Boat found, 12 ft. long, 4 ft. WEBBERS INN. Tel. 340-3, Thomas
2tf
beam. Call VINALHAVEN 104-31. ton
83*85
WANTED
PORTABLE Gasoline Water Pump
lost Sept. 11, between Thomaston
QUIT Looking For Work—Estab
and Warren, on route one, or route lish yourself in a profitable Raw131. Reward. ARTHUR WOTTON leigh Business tn city of Rockland,
Tel. Warren 66-2.
83-85 Camden and Thomaston, or West
Waldo County. Be your own boss.
MISCELLANEOUS No experience necessary. Write
immediately. RAWLEIGH'S Dept.
TIRES replaced on Baby Car MEI-162-236, Albany, N. Y.
riages, Carts and Tricycles. RAYE'S
85*lt
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St., City.
MEN READ CAREFULLY
79*S*91
I want to talk with 10 men, who
arc really ambitious in securing
PLUMBING and Heating; gen an increase in their incomes, and
eral repair work; oil burner serv liave steady empoyment the year
ice; free Eng. Service. A. V. CUL round. In other words there are
LEN, 31 Knox St, Thomaston. Tel no laying off periods and consist
Thomaston 68.
85*87 ent income is the income that
WHY wait for cold weather? really counts. It doesn’t matter
Have your oil burners cleaned now what your past employment has
with Free wicks, this week only. Tel. been. All we ask is that you will
913-W or 107-J after 5.30 p. m be willing to study and learn as we
HAROLD E. COOMBS
83*85 teach you our work. It will also
CIDER Apples pressed, Mon., be nece.ssary that you be willing to
Wed, and Pri. at the former Stev $et along on $50.(X)-$60 00 per week
ens 'Cider Mill, Waldoboro. EARL for the first 4 to 6 weeks while
learning our work. I prefer men
N. WINCHENBACH. Tel. 108.
83*85 who are married or men who have
some sort of responsibility, there
PROBIJ5MB? Send 5 questions, $1
stamped envelope to REV. RUTH MA fore, if you are honest, of good
THIAS. 827 Broadway, Everett, Mass character, a willing worker and of
Full page reading
sgtf
good appearance, call in person for
an interview. See MR. LOVELL.
Monday, Sept. 19, at 7.30 p. m. at
Hotel Rockland
82-85

1.

B.

An Ideal spot for

Only $2500.

Large Apartment House In

Rockland.

Good location. Sound

business proposition.
price.

Ask us the

PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN
HUBBS, 69 Park St. Tel. 199-M.
_______
81*86
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It shop, 102
Union St Grove St. entrance, Tel.
94-W. EVA AMES.
80*85
USED Electric Refrigerator, Oil
Heater and Washing Machine want
ed. Also other household items;
29 Beech St. or TEL. 1328-M.
85* lt

Listings wanted on all types
of real estate and businesses.

have buyers ready to buy.

I
So

list your property with me.

For— 5—You can buy the latest edition of County news.
For—10 and up—You can pick up a bundle of papers to lay under your carpets.
For—45—A month’s subscription to The Courier-Gazette will be delivered to your home.

For—50—A one-line rubber stamp with your name.

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.

HOSMER POND ROAD

PHONE 8537.

DRY Slabwood, sawed stove
length, fast delivery, approximate
cord load, $7.00; jumbo load. $10.00.
HILLCREST. Tel. 35-41, Warren.
84-90

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS

WARREN 4 H EXHIBITION

Leaders Attend DemonstrationJBy Dr. Briwa
. •
tv
‘ v/i

FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

CAMDEN
63-tf

Used Cars For Sale
1946
1947
1948
1919
1949
1947
1948

Chevrolet 4-Door Sedan
Chevrolet 4 Door Sedan
Chevrolet Aero Sedan
Pontiac 2 Door
Plymouth 4 Door Sedan
Pontiac 4 Door Sedan
Ford 1% truck, van body

BOYNTON'S CHEVROLET
CAMDEN,

ME.

1941 INERNATIONAL K3-1 ton
Truck for sale. Good rubber, ex
press body. TEL. 1136-M1
85*87

BLACK Clarion Range, good con
dition for sale. TEL. 741-M. 85*87
CITY Service Range and Furnace
Oil; del. anywhere in Rockland,
Thomaston, Warren; prompt and
courteous service. Tel. 406-J. L.
R. TURNER, Old County Road,
City.
85tf

Venetian Blinds
* Made To Order.
* Steel—Wood—Aluminum.

* We Install Them At No Extra
Charge.
* Call For Free Estimate.

MEREDITH
FURNITURE CO.
313 MAIN ST.,

REAL ESTATE
Nicely located at 26 Holmes
Street, the "Harriett Niles" dwell
ing six small rooms and flush with
lavatory; two-car garage, extra size
lot; taxed low and priced at $2500
for quick sale.
The George L. Brackett dwell
ing at 77 North Main street can be
bought for $4500. Five rooms on
first floor and three bedrooms and
full bath; basement, garage and
extra large tulip bed nets over $200
yearly.
FRANK A. WHEELER. General
Insurance, Real Estate Brokerage,
21 North Main St. Tel. 830.
85-lt

84-86

Venetian Blinds
Best Quality
Most Sizes—Immediate Delivery.
Free Installation
TEL. 939

United Home Supply
579 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND
61-tf

43 ACRES Woodland for sale; lot
FOUR-DRAWER office-size metal 19 in the Bog; some hard wood.
Filing Cabinet for sale. Excellent PHILIP TOLMAN, 655 Congress St.,
81*86
quality. TEL. TENANT’S HAR Apt. 710, Portland, 3, Me.
BOR 35-2.
85*87
MORRIS Chairs, several Oak
Dining Chairs, several Bureaus, and
MOTORS for boats for sale: 1931 Enamel Ice-box. Will sell all at
Ford Model A motor, equipped with once
or separately. Call at 8
winch wheel and shaft 1936 Chev GRACE ST.
82*85
rolet motor, complete with shaft.
DRY Hard Wood, Lumber, Spruce
Both cf these motors have been re
conditioned, and arc ready to in Laths, for sale. ED. WOTTON. In
stall in boats. Also a 1931 Ford graham Hill. Tel. 1388-M. 82*87
Model A Block assembly and head.
FOR a quick sale, a nice 6-room
Plenty of Ford Model A and Chev Home in a pleasant location; to be
rolet parts for sale. R. S. JOR sold to any one who will make a
DAN. 6 Kelley Lane.
85-87 reasonable offer for it, for cash
VINALHAVEN Farm of about 30 only. It has electric lights and
acres, fields, woodland and pasture; city water, located at 10 BELVE
8 room house, barn and hen houses, DERE ST., city, next street to Co
good soil for vegetables and well lumbia Avenue. Now occupied by
adapted for poultry; house partly owner, who has to sell because of
81-90
furnished and good supply of fuel employment out of State.
on hand. $2000 lakes all. Inquire
L. A. THURSTON, 38 Beech St.,
City. Tel. 1159
83-85

THREE Bicycles, reconditioned,
like new, for sale. RAYE'S CRAFT
SHOP, 14 Prescott St.. City. 83*85
34' JONESPORT I-obster boat
needs repairs, Frost-built, 1928, ex
cellent 1948 Pontiac "6” engine,
fresh water cooled. Life jackets,
CO-2 extinguisher, anchor, rope,
etc. Complete, $400. May be seen
at TABBUTT’S BOAT SHOP, or
sec Vern Tabbutt, Thomaston. 83t,f
COLEMAN Oil Circulatign Heat
er; white Bengal Range, coils and
burners; Ccolerator Ice Refrigera
tor; 3-picce Parlor Suite; Apex
Washer with pump; Modem Hy
giene Vacuum and attachments.
All A-l condition, priced for quick
sale. Tel. 1418-W. R. PERRY, 79
Broadway, City.
83*85

CALL 939

For Free Estimates on
Inlaid and Other Types
of Flooring.
Let Us Solve Your
Problem of Poor Floors.
Guaranteed Installation.

Time Payment Plan Available.
61-tf
STEEL Ralls SO lbs., several thousand
feet for sale Good for boat railways
or lumber yard to stack lumber. JOHN
MEEHAN * RON Clark Island. Tel
Rockland 21-W2. A C. Hocking, Ten
ants Harbor Tel. 56-13
35tf
WASHING Machine and Wringer RoU
Repairing Pick up and deliver Tel
6V7. Rockland, BITLER CAR At HOME
SUPPLY.
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Stone Walks. Flagging, Wall Stona,
Paving. Property Markers. Honor Rolls
Pier Stone. Outdoor Fireplaces, Rip Ran
for Breakwaters and Piers. Boat Moorlngs and Chain. Culvert Stone.
" EVERYTHING IN ORANITW*
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN At SOU
Clark Island. Me.
Tel. Rockland 21 W2
A. O. Hocking
Tel. Tenant's Harbor 56 tl

Gas Ranges
THE GLENWOOD
Gas and Oil
THE TAPPAN
Gas

_______________________________ 4 tf
CONCRETE Products for sale—Burl*
al vaults, septic tanks, building posts
outside concrete work, air compreasor
work. ROBERT O. BURNS. TeL 1439
___________________________
1M

Gas Water Heaters
THE SERVEL
GAS REFRIGERATOR
It’s Silent
SOLD AND SERVICED BY

A. C. McLoon & Co.
TEL. 51,

TEL. CAMDEN 519

TEL. 1425

ROCKLAND, ME.

THIRTY Gal. heavy duty copper
Hot Water Tank for sale; jackets
and fittings, one year old. TEL.
Warren 14-3.
__________ »t'85
KELVINATOR Refrigerator for
sale, very reasonable. TEL. 352-W3,
after 6 p. m.
M'86
CABIN Lobster Boat, 31' long,
9'6" beam. 3 4” draft, Palmer mo
tor, 45 h. p. 2 to 1 reduction gear,
built in 1940. M. L. ASIALA, Vi
nalhaven, Me
83*85
DRY Hardwood, first grade for sale,
mostly maple. Stove length, $18
per cord. HILLCREST, Tel. Warren
35-34.
84-90
CANNING Com. $2.50 bu. Canning Tomatoes, $2.00 bu ; a goed
line of other Vegetables. BURKE’S
ROADSIDE STAND, Route 1, from
Rockland to Camden.
83-85
CIRCULATING Heater for coal
or wood for sale.
Tel. Camden
794, after 6 p. m. or anytime week
ends. B. BAKER, Rockport. 83-85
~~WILLYS Staltioji Wagon, (late
exSeflent condition.
1947) for sale, exi
84*86
TEL. CAMDEN 2350.
VEGETABLES, wholesale and re
tail.
Cabbage, squash, potatoes
and Turnip, for Winter storage.
CURRY & BOWLEY, head of Tal
bot Avenue.
83tf
AT 17 Lindsey street, large House,
barn and two-car garage; buildings
in good structural condition. This
down town property is ideally situ
ated for home or business. Shown
by appointment only. Tel 1159. L.
A. THURSTON, 38 Beech St., City.
83-85
LYNN Range Oil Burner for sale,
$8.50. TEL. 913-W
83*85
MAHOGANY Upright Piano, fine
condition. TEL. 1421-M. Can be
seen at 5 Masonic Street Place. Tel.
46-W.
83*85
CIRCULATING Oil Heater, complete with constant level valve and
barrel, stand and 3-gallon oil
bottle; Baby Walker-istroller; 24
Knox St., Thomaston. PHONE .82
82*89
DUPLEX House for sale; 7 rooms,
bath and furnace each side; near
schools.
MRS. RAPPLEYE. 30
Granite St., City
84*85
TULIP Bulbs grown in Holland,
House Plants, Cut Flowers grown
in Rockland. Good selection, rea
sonable prices. DEAN’S GREEN
HOUSE, 325 Old County Rd. Tel.
238-J..
80*85
STOVE length Dry Slabs, deliv
ered, large load, approx. 2 cords.
$15; small load $8. Hardwood sawed
as desired. LELAND TURNER.
Tel. 406-J, after 5 p. m.
64t,f

ROCKLAND, ME.

M-tf

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOUR
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND,
TEL. 202-W

MB.
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FARM:’AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Poultry Topics
ARTIFICIAL BREEDING PROGRAM Extension
Specialist Dis

Active In K-L Area Several Years; About
1000 Cows Bred In Past Year

—Photo by Cullen

Dairyman Henry Keller of West Rockport and County Agent Ralph
Wentworth show two jersey calves on the Keller farm whose dams were
bred by artificial means

cusses Egg Washing and
Pen Lighting

The controversy still goes on as
to whether eggs should be washed.
Several cooperatives and egg mar
keting agencies have definitely advisd against washing eggs. How
ever, there is considerable experi
mental evidence that, properly
done, washing does not materially
harm the keeping qualities or
hatchability of eggs If you wash
eggs, either with the new egg
washing machines or by immers
ing them in a bucket of hot water
detergent solution, the important
thing is that the water be hot—at
least 140 degrees and preferably
160 degrees—and that the solution
be kept clean. Filling the water
pan on an automatic washing ma
chine once a week is not keeping
the water clean.
This is the month we start arti
ficial lights on our pullets. There
are several systems of lighting in
use: Morning lights, evening lights,
both morning and evening, and all.
night lights. Choice of system de
pends upon the schedule the poultryman prefers. Probably the ma
jority of poultrymen use morning
lights- This system is satisfactory
under most conditions, but works
best where the water supply is pro
tected from freezing, and the birds
have a supply of water in the early
hours of the morning With evening
lights a dimming device is recom
mended, although some poultryImen have trained their birds to go
to roost after a fashion without
dimming.
j There is some difference of opin
ion as to the amount of light neces’ sary and the length of day. But,
i in the dozens of experimental trials
on lighting over the past 20 years,
t he research results are nearly un
animous that a 13 or 14 hour day
gives as good results as a longer
period. The standard for amount
of light is one watt per five square
feet of floor space, or one 40-watt
bulb per 200 square feet of floor
space.

Slip Cover Class At Farnsworth Museum

4-H ANNUAL EXHIBIT
To Be Held Al Rockland High Oct. 1 With K-L
»
Clubs Competing For the Prizes
Tlie annual exhibition of the I Additional features of the pro
Knox-Lincoln 4-H Clubs will be grain for the cxlnbit will be pub- I
held Oct. 1 in the auditorium of li.' lied in the Farm and Grange I
the Rockland High School, Club, pages next week.
from all communities of the two
Scoring of the exhibits will be
counties will compete for the win ba i d on die following terns by a
ner's plaque which i • ' lie pre rnt- board of judges yet to be selected.: I
ed by The Courier-Gazette as it
Projects Completed Three points
has been for nearly 20 years past for all projects on standard re- ,
There will be awards of pins ports. One point for eacli project
ribbons, merchandise and cash , on simplified form.
prizes for the high scoring mem
Attendance at Club Meetings—
bers in each type of project. In Maximum 100 points No score is
cluded in the list of contributor i allowed if less than e gilt meetings
who make these prizes possible is are held. Incomplete reports, i.e..
the Knox County Trust. Company. lacking number present and ab
Rockland; Lincoln County Pomona sent. do not count.
Grange No 19: West Rockport
Club Meetings- Three points for
Farm Bureau; South Waldoboro
cadi club meeting reported within
Farm Bureau and Gregory's Cloth
one week of date of meeting. Not
ing Store of Rockland
Competition will be keen this more than three meetings per
I month will be counted or a total
year with a high percentage of tlie
clubs having completed their sev ; of 25 per year.
Average Score on Account Sheets,
eral projects with excellent results.
Projects cover a wide range of maximum 1000 points. Each failhome and farm activities which ' ure counts zero.
Percent Finishing—maximum 250
have been carried on under the
guidance of 4-H Club Agent Loana points
Seal of Achievement—150 points.
Shibles who works very closely
Club Tour—50 points.
with the clubs and individual mem
Public Service—50 points.
bers.

AGRICULTURAL CONSERVATION
Community Elections and 1950 Program To
Be Subjects Of Meetings Next Week

The breeding of cattle by artifi dam with that of the daughters
cial means has been in operation when they come into production.
in Knox-Lincoln Counties for sev
eral years. Already many dairyThe meetings arc as follows:
Eight important meetings will be
fnen have heifers I hat were bred
Sept. 22 at 1 30 in Jefferson Town
held next week in Knox-Lincoln
oki.v this method calving this year. Farm Bureau Programs For
These heifers will be watched very
Next Week Show Varied
Counties. These are the annual Hall.
Sept. 22 at 8.00 p m. at Waldo
carefully to check their production
Plans For Group Work
community election meetings and
boro High School.
with that of their dam.
1950 Program plan discussion meet
Leader meetings scheduled next
Sept. 23 at 1.30 at Charles TibDuring the past year there have
ings.
bett’s in Whitefield.
been about ltX) cows bred in the week at 10.30 a. m„ are as follows:
Community committeemen will
Sept. 23 at 8 00 p m., at the
Munition Ilill
counties. These cows are located
take orders for materials so farm Recreation Center in Damariscotta.
Sept. 20: Huntoon Hill Farm
In nearly 250 herds. Several of the
ers should come prepared to order
Sept. 26 at 1.30 p. m. in the
larger dairymen who are following Bureau at the Grange Hall. Christ
j what materials they will need for Grange Hall at Hope.
certain blood lines do not use this mas Gifts to Buy and Make, with
coming year.
Sept 26 at 8 00 p. m. in Appleton
method of breeding as much as the Mrs. Josephine Foye conducting Andrew
Williamson Will theCounty
Agent
R.
C
Wentworth
Grange
Hall.
the
meeting,
and
Mrs.
Cora
Sut

smaller farmer who is interested
Head Jefferson 4-H Club will summarize the results of the Sept. 27 at 1.30 p nt. in the Court
■nly in having his cows bred to a ter, Mrs Harriet Jackson and Mrs.
1949 soil samples. Farmers who House (Grand Jury Room) in
This Year
Myrtle Morris on the dinner com
good bull
have had their soil tested this past Rockland.
Tlie breeding farm is located in mittee. Members will cut. patterns
Andrew Williamson was elected
year should plan to bring the re
Sept. 27 at 8 00 p m. in Union
Vassalboro on tlie road between and bring material to make a president of the Jeffersonian
Town Hall.
Farmers 4-H Club at their organi port sheets with them.
Augusta and Waterville. Here are Christmas Gift.
zation meeting Monday, Sept 12.
located about 40 of the best bulls
Union
Other officers elected were: Vice
that can be obtained in the United
Kept. 20: .Union Farm Bureau at
States. Several of these bulls have the Church Vestry, No-Knead President, Lloyd Hodgkins Secre
TUG GF WAR
been proven, showing that they Rolls, with Eda Golf conducting tary, Atwood Moody; Treasurer,
will transmit to their offspring the meeting, and Mrs. Alma Ung- George Ogilvie.
The boys plan to take dairy,
good milk production or milk with vary and Mrs. Lina Bartlett serva high butter fat content. These jng the square meal for health, at garden and woodworking projects.
Frank Flagg, who led this club
4ulls would not be available to the noon. A Swedish Tea Ring and
average dairyman of the State if it ' various rolls will be made and in 1947 and 1948 s leading the
group again this year.
was not for this association.
served as part of the meal.
The first meeting was held at
In order to become a member of ■
Vinalhaven
the Association and have the use 1 Krpt 20: vinalhaven Farm Bu- the home of Andrew Williamson,
of these valuable bulls there is a ,.pau at OAR Hall at 4 30 p. m . Hie president. Andrew's mother
$5.00 life membership fee. The No-Knead R„||.
charge of Mr served cookies and sodas.
breeding charge is five dollar Frances Gilchrist and Mrs Doris
which entitles Ihe member to one Arey. Mrs. Cora Peterson and Mrs,.
service and two repeals. Both the j Claudine Dyer are on the supper'
membership and service fee is committee.
Blooded Cow Added To Herd
payable to the technician when he
Bunker Ilill
Of Maurice Nash At
Tlrst comes to the dairy man's farm.
Sept. 21: Bunker Hill Farm Bu
Camden
This past, year there have been reau at the Grange Hall. Variety
Lincoln Counties on a part, time in Cheese, with Mrs Paulina Ben
Maurice E. Nash of Camden, has
basis, namely, Merlon Newbert, of nett conducting the meeting and purchased tine registered Jersey,
two technicians working in Knox- Mrs. Mildred Johnston and Mrs. Oxford Royalist Linda The anii
Waldoboro and George Birkett, of Leila Lermond assisting. Al Hus I mal comes from the herd owned by
Nobleboro. Any dairyman wishing meeting women will prepare cheese W. J. Monroe of Lincolnville. The
to obtain this service should call dishes for dinner.
purchase adds to the steadily grow
Waldoboro 184-6 bet ween 7 00 a. ni
ing number in this area. Dairymen
Washington
and 9.00 a. m. The technicians Sept. 23: Washington Farm Bu ; buy Jerseys because of the high
will call sometime during the day. reau at Mrs. Inez Cunningham’s, ! quality cf the milk they produce.
Henry Keller, West. Rockport, | SJjp
jn charge of Mrs Har. Pure-brcd Jerseys are registered by
fcs a grade Jersey herd and has
jQnps Mrs In(?z CunninKham Tlie American Jersey Cattle Club
been using this method of breeding Mrs An)y chase anf) Mrs Ma which has its national headquarters
for several years and has many fine Ha(ch arp Qn (he d;nner commil. in Columbus, Ohio. Several proheifers—some of them calving this tee.
I grams are available through The
year. He plans to replace many
I American Jersey Cattle Club to
American Foundation for Animal Health
Classified ad writers arc getting j help breeders get the most profits
of his cows with these heifers as
they come into production. Mr. a real break in The Courier-Ga- from their Jerseys.
Keller is also a mqmlmr of the zette. The small, hard-to-read type
For a party luncheon fill cream
The greatest depth in bake Gen
Mexico City has moved to fight
Knox-Lincoln County hairy Herd has been replaced with big, bold
puffs with lobster Newburg or cur- eva, Switzerland, goes down more
Improvement Association so he has easily read letters, even more ef- dust storms that blanket it every ried chicken and serve witli chut- than 1006 feet. The 584-foot Eiffel
a complete record of all the cows fective than before. No increase in year when Lake Texacoco partly ney made from fresh pineapple, Tower of Paris could satnd at the
in his herd. These records will be price either, 50 cents for once, three dries up, by planting trees and onions, raisins, brown sugar, cider lowest point witli its top far sub-^P-rd to compare production of the j times for a dollar.
70-85 shrubs on hillsides in that area.
vinegar and spices.
merged.

With The Homes

Heads “Jeff” Farmers

Buys Prime Stock

"SPEEDY"^ STAPLES GARA.Gt
WHY DON'T
YOU HAVE
THE RAT
TAKEN OUT
OF YOUR

F<? MY brakes
DON'T WORK
■) VERY WEUU
<
EITHER
.

IF I DIO. I O '
HAVE TO HAVE
MV HORN PUT
IN WORKIN'
ORDER

These Motors With New Car Guarantee
A CAR THAT5 NOT IN C*OCO
WQKIN6 OPDER 15 A

DEADLY WEAPON •

CET SMART AND LET

STAPLE S
■GARAGE'
put it in first class
NEITHER DO
YOUR BRAINS'

CONDITION ... YOU'LL SAVI
MONEY AND PROBABLY
SOMEBODY'S LIFE'iA.f

STAPLES GARAGE
TEL; 2498,

ROCKPORT, ME.

j

6 CYL. OLDSMOBILE AND PONTIAC, $195.00
CHEVROLET CARS AND TRUCKS. $169.00
PLYMOUTH. DODGE, CARS AND TRUCKS,
DESOTO AND CHRYSLER, $195.00
BUICKS. $265.00
FORD V-8 CARS AND TRUCKS, $159.00
All
motors are exchanged and your motor must be
rebuildable. AU above,motors and prices are installed in your
car or truck, include Wolfsliead Oil, a set of spark plugs,
ready to drive away. Above models are built in our own shops.
We use only genuine parts such as Toledo-Moog and Ramco
rings on all jobs.
We allow 15% oft for cash on delivery. Attention garages!
All motors can be supplied at wholesale prices.

CARR'S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
586 MAIN ST .

ROCKLAND. ME ,

TEL

24

82-S-tf

IVi.tt . by Cuilen

Farm Bureau leaders working on a model chair in thp slip cover instruction class al the Farnsworth
Museum. Left to right are, Mrs. Gladys Eaton, Montsweag; Mrs. Elsa Kigel, Warren; Mrs Martha t amphell, Warren; Mrs. Jennie Hall, Nobleboro; Mrs. Bertha Annis, Simonton and Miss Constance Burgess,
home management specialist of the Extension Service.

Miss Constan'ce Burgess, Exten
sion Home Management Specialist,
attended the first training class
for leaders on Slip Covers at the
Farnsworth Workshop. Rcckland,
Sept. 13.
At this meeting leaders were
taught how to select suitable ma
terials how to take measurements
of the chair to determine yardage
and how to block out pieces using
newspaper.

Cutting bias for welting was
demonstrated and various cording
shown.
Leaders attending were:
Jennie T. Tall, Nobleboro: Hortense Chapman, Nobleboro; Nettie
Johnsen. New Hampshire; Alice
Mayberry, Bunker Hill; Leila E.
Lermond, Bunker Hill; Martha
Campbell. Warren; Elsa Kige,
Warren Laura Fuller, West Rock
port; Charlotte S. Davis, West
Rockport;
Marguerite Creamer,
Washington; Harriet Jones. Wash-

COUNTY AGENT’S CORNER

tngton; Marjorie Ludwig, Wash
ington; E;ma Ulmer, Simonton;
Bertha Annis. Simonton Gladys
Patrick, South Waldoboro; Verna
Scofield. South Waldoboro; Gladys
Winchenbaugh, South Waldoboro;
Alice Baker, Muriel Preble, Gladys
Eaton, Montsweag; Mellie Goodale,
Helen Merrill. Boothbay, Gwen
Brown. Ruby Wortman, Boothbay;
Mrs. Florence Prentice, Mrs. Min
nie Hatch, Bristol.
A second meeting will be held
Oct. 6 at the museum.

tops

aw Be Dead

_ _

Before Potatoes Are Dug,
Danger Of
To Continue With Veteran County Agent Otherwise
Late Blight Rot

Ralph Wentworth As the Writer
This column was started by Gil
Jaeger who very ably carried on
my work for the Summer. Now
editor of this page. Sid Cullen, says
he wants it continued.
This week have been working
with Floyd Edmunds, the new
Dairy Herd Improvement Super
visor. We tested the herds of
Henry Keller, West Rockport;
Ralph Pearse & Sons, Hope and
Ben Nichols, Hope All these herds
happened to be Jerseys but Floyd
will soon contact the black and
whites in Union.
Ralph Pearse is quite proud of
several of his cows this past year
that went well over 400 lbs. but
ter fat. His herd average for the
year was just under 400.

Four New Exhibits

Calls were made last week on
farmers in Cushing and Tenant's
Harbor regarding poultry housing
and blueberries. Saw some very
nice blueberry land in Tenant's
Harbor. The yield was not as good
as it should have been—probably
thrip and leaf diseases were the
reason. Next year will try some
plots in the county on control of
disease with some of the new dusts.
Hope to get some information re
garding these dusts from the Ex
perimental Farm at Blueberry Hill,
Jonesboro, as they have a number
of test plots which were rake this
year.

So long -until next, week,
R C. Wentworth,
County Agent.

Each To Earn $1.00

Will Be Featured By 4-H At Wessawcskcag Grange In
Plan To Raise Funds For
Clubs At Eastern States
Painting Hall
Exposition
Grangers in South Thomaston
New England 4-H clubs will fea
ture four npw exhibits, poultry, arc embarked on a project to paint
tiie exterior of the Grange hall,
gardening sheep, and homcmaking
Wlule there is nothing unusual
during the Eastern States Expo
about painting a Grange hall.
sition, Sept. 18 to 24 This exhibit
their method of financing the cost
will be centrally located in Camp
ly project is novel. At a rcccpt meet
Vail of the Boys and Girls Building
ing, Sister Annie Dennison sug
at the Exposition in Springfield.
gested that the work be done as
Mass.
soon as possble and that each
In the poultry booth, baby chicks
Granger earn one dollar toward the
will be hatched out daily, reports
cost. The idea was accepted and
Kenneth C. Lovejoy State 4-H club
the fund raising campaign by each
leader for the Maine Agricultural
member was under way.
Extension Service. The seven most
Wessaweskeag's correspondent to
important breeds of poultry will be
the Farm and Grange Pages, Ruby
exhibited. Club members will dem
Makinen, in her news this week,
onstrate the grading and candling
asks her fellow Grangers how they
of eggs, and homemade poultry
are going to earn their dollar. Their
equipment will be on display.
answers will doubtless reveal many
The garden section of this new
ingenious methods of earning the
4-H booth will show the grading
money for the paint job. There will
and marketing of potatoes. Club
be more on this later as the ideas
members will also give instructions
of members start to produce dollars.
on growing and using vegetables.
Graded potatoes will be sold on the
Read The Courier-Gazette
spot, and 4-H boys will supply in
formation on varieties to plant, the
quantity needed, and quality fact
ors. Maine boys will take a leading
Change in Schedule North Haven
role and will bring their own po
Boat
tatoes with them.
STARTING SEPT. 16
Club members in 4-H sheep pro
Daily Except Sunday
jects will demonstrate shearing
Leave North Haven
8.00 A. M.
The booth will show several lambs Arrive Rockland
9.15 A.M.
owned by 4-H boys and girls. This Leave Rockland
2.00 P. M.
section of the new exhibit will in Arrive North Haven
3.15 P. M.
clude pictures illustrating the vari Subject to change without notice.
ous phases of sheep management.
North Haven Port District.
Facing the 4-H Country Kitchen
83-tf
will be a section devoted to home
projects. Here. 4-H club girls dem
onstrate clothing, canning, and
room improvement- projects. '4-H
ers Come to the Fair” will be the
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
theme of the 1949 Dress Revue,
515
MAIN’ ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
presented daily on the Camp Vail
47-tf
stage."

NOTICE

Radiator Repairing

Unless potato tops are complete
ly dead before the tubers are dug,
there is great danger of late-blight
rot in storage. So say Reiner
Bondc, plant pathologist at the
Maine
Agricultural
Experiment
Station and E S. Schultz, patholo
gist for the United States Depart
ment of Agrciulturc.
They have the facts to back up
their statement. Checks that they
made during the four years 1942 to
1945 inclusive, showed that when
potatoes were dug b fore the foli
age was completely dead. 33 percent
of the tubers showed rot in tlie bin,
when tlie tops w re completely dead
at digging time, less than three
percent showed late blight rot in
storage.
Foliage on the potatoes in tlie
experimental plots was killed by
frost. Maliy farmers do not now
wait for frost, but kill the tops on
part of tlieir fields by chemicals,
or mechanical means. This Is so
that they ran begin digging sooner
than otherwise.
However, the killing may be done,
all foliage and stalks should be
dead at least a week before digging
begins, says Cecil Worthlcy, coun
ty agent in the St. John Valley
for the Maine Agricultural Exten
sion Service.
Bonde and Schultz have publisle d the results cf their ex
periments in Bulletin 471 issued by
the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station, Orono. Title of the bulle
tin is ‘Control of Potato LateBlight Tuber Rot.' Readers may
obtain single copies free by writing
the station.

SUMMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN
PORT DISTRICT
DAII.V EXCEPT SUNDAY, E. D. T.
Starting June I to October I

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rorkland,

7.00 A. M
8.30 A. M.

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,

1.00 P. M.
2.30 P. M.

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,

4.15 P. M.
5.30 P. M.

Leave Rorkland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

7.45 A. M.
9 00 A. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

9.30 A. M.
11.00 A. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven.

3.30 P. M.
5.00 P. M.

On Tuesdays and Thursday* extra
trip leaving Rockland at 2.15 P. M.
Saturdays, leave Vinalhaven at 5-30
P. AL
STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 10
Will run Sundays. Leaving Rock
land at 8.45 A. M. Arriving Vinal
haven 10.15 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M. Ar
riving Rockland 5.00 P. M.
Leave Rorkland 5.15 P. M. Arriv
ing Vinalhaven 6.45 P. M.
(Subject to change without notice)
R L. Brown, Mgr.
42-45pl,'46-tf inside

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may he sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS (ONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 111-1

Miss Ruth Grant of Old Town,
who has been employed at Monhegan for the Summer is visiting her
sister. Mrs. Leila Stanley for a few
days.
John Spear has enlisted in the
Army and is stationed al Port Dix.
New Jersey
Finn Ilenwick Boddin of Bodo
Sweden is visiting his aunt and
and uncle, Mr and Mrs. Carl Swan
holm for an indefinite period.
The Beta Alpha Club will hold
its picnic Monday at the home of
Mrs. Charh Starrett, Knox street
Supper will he served at 6 o'clock
Each one take hi own dishes.

of 20 Beechwood street. Thomaston,
ts attached to Aircraft Fighter
Squadron 91. stationed at the Na. al Auxiliary Air Station. Charles
town.
R.
I,
has
recently !
been awarded the Battle Efficiency
I
Pennant and "E" for her general
excellence throughout the fiscal
year, July 1. 1943 to June 30. 1949.
The award is a competitive one.
based oil overall battle efficiency.
Each department of the squadron
is graded to determine the final
mark in lhe competition.
Mas. will be celebrated at St
Janies Catholic Church Sunday a:
9 a. in.

Services at St. John’s Episcopal
Jon Grafton, on of Mr. and Mrs
Forrest Gratton, Brooklyn Heights, Church Sunday at 8 a. m.

celebrated his fourth birthday Wed.
Sunday chool at 9 45 a. m. at
nesday afternoon by entertaining the Federated Church, morning
a few friend Present were Peggv service 11 a. m , subject 'The
Shesler Carol and Teddy Stone. Church Which is. His Body”. An
Eugene and Skippy Bracv, Dale them God is Our Refuge and
Spencer. Edward and William Moss Strength, by Bell.
Gary Wood' oi k and their mothers.
Sunday School 9 45 a. in. morn
Mrs Grafton a isled bv Mi Nor
ing service 11 o'clock, subject; The
man Connon Jon received many j Exploits of Faith. Evening subject;
nice gifts.
The Constitution oi lhe Common
Miss Signe Swanholm daughter wealth of Heaven. Monday Beta Al
of Mr and Mrs Carl Swanholm. pha held a picnic at the home of
who was chosen Queen of the Maine Mrs. Leona Starrett. Thursday
Lobster & Seafoods Festival at meeting for prayer, praise and Bible
Rockland in August left Wednesday study Friday evening an informal
for her trip to Virginia, where reception will be held at the EapQueens chosen from 15 different tist vestry honoring Dr. and Mrs
states will be represented. Miss Flagg who are leaving to make
Swanholm was accompanied by her
their home in Pennsylvania soon.
chaperone Mr
Newell Hodgk«i All interested friends are invited.
They flew by plane from Portland
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Haskell of
on to Virginia. On her return she Cushing announce the engagement
will enter the University oi Maine
of their daughter. Patricia Mae, to
to study Home Economics.
Clyde Melvm Smith, son of Mr
Mrs Carl R Gray will observe and Mrs. John Smith of Thomas
her 8'2d birthday at the Baptist
ton Miss Haskell is a graduate of
Church vestry tonight. 7.30 p. ni. Thomaston High School last June,
All
friends
of
Mrs.
Gray’s
and is employed at the J B. Pear
are invited to share in honoring
son Mlg. Co., at Thomaston. Mr.
her at this time
Smith attended Thomaston High
At the banquet given Tuesday School leaving to enlist in the US.
night at the Masonic Temple for Navy and serving nine months in
the Thomaston Clippers, given by
China. He is now employed at the
Thomaston baseball fans, about 10J
Lawrence Portland Cement Com
attended. The honored guest was
pany at Thomaston No date has
Frank Winslow of Rockland, and
been set lor the wedding.
Alfred Strout
was toastmaster
Speeches were made by different
There will be a Public Supper
ones. The supper committee were: served at the Federated Church
Mrs. Helen Lynch, Mrs. Harold vestry, Thomaston Tuesday at 6
Dana, Mrs. Lilia Pierpont, Mrs. p. nt.
85*lt
Dorothy Libby and Mrs Blanche
Lermond, waitresses were wives of
the ball players.
The We Two Club held a supper
All the Way From Cincinnati
Monday night at the Federated
Comes Reply To Black
Church with Mr. and Mrs. James
Cat Item
Hamilton and Mr. and Mrs. Hor
ace Keizer in charge. Rev. and Mrs. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Hubert Leach were special guests.
My mother-in-law wrapped some
Others attending were Mr .and jars of blueberries in copies of The
Mrs. Forest Stone. Mr. and Mrs. Courier-Gazette and as I un
Walter Abbott. Mr. and Mrs. Irving wrapped them I noticed the fol
Bracy, Mr. and Mrs. Richard lowing in your column, ‘ The Black
Woodcock, Dr and Mrs. E. R Cat" in the issue of July 30, 1949
Moss, Ml. and Mrs Alfred Lawry. "Do any readers know the rest of
Mr. and Mrs Forest Grafton, Dr.
this old song?
and Mrs. Lawrence Shesler
Buy a big one for the lady
Wendell C. Thomas, airman, USN
And a little one for the baby
Of the poor Bavarian wanderer
Who will come buy a broom.”
The printed version that I have
is not worded exactly like the re
quest but is the same old song.
SUNDAY, MONDAY
From Deutschland I come with my
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
light wares all laden,
To the land where the blessing of
4—DAYS—
freedom doth bloom;
Then, listen fair lady, and pretty
young maiden.
Oh, buy of the wand’ring Bavar
ian a broom
To brush away insects that some
times annoy you,
You'll find it quite handy to use
night and day;

A Completed Song

STRAND

AREA
AGAIN..
RIGHT ON
THAT TUNEFUL,
JOYFUL, BEAM
AGAIN!

LAST TIMES TODAY
In Glorious Color

Gordon Thompson
Thomaston Players and
Regrets No “Little
World Series”

tary F”tert’ins the Club
With His Humor

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Tile Rockland Rockets have al
ways had ail admiration for the
Thomaston Clippers.
Last year,
when the Rockets were playing in
dependent ball, such stars from the
Clippers as Haiold and Dana Saw
yer, Al Barlow and Enos Verge,
have appeared in the Rocket lineup
Last year die Brewer Bluebirds
were tile semi-pro champs of Maine
One fine Saturday afternoon last
eason. the Rockets met the BlueI'lrds at Doyle Field, Brewer. In
batting practice the Brewer lan
aped in amazement as they
watched Al Barlow in baiting prac
tice riding every other pitch over
Mr. Smyth’s train n
The nationally known Eureka evening.
the distant right field fence, and
I hey were really stunned when the Jubilee Singers, a colored quintet along with 13 years of experience
Rockets with Lefty" Cole on thej and accompanist, will present a in young people's work plus a keen
hill, receiving amazing support from program of Gospel hymns anil I insight into the problems of today,
makes him well qualified to pre
the Sawyers. Verge and Barlow,
Negro spirituals at the First Bap sent the Gospel with an appeal to
appearing in Rocket uniform, as
well as the regular Rockets, went on tist Church Sept. 25 at 7.30 p. in. Youth.
In the field of negro music, the
Ill the last year, Mr. Smyth has
to defeat their great dub, which
was at full strength. 7 to 2. Frank Eureka Jubilee Singers are one of traveled extensively in the interest
Loughty, Glen Cove boy also the finest and most outstanding of Youth for Christ and last Sum
groups on the Christian platform mer conducted Rallies ill five coun
starred in this game
today. They have travelled exten tries of Europe.
■We cannot believe that these
sively throughout the United States
Mr. Smyth personally directs the
boys do not think a playoff fair
and Canada, since 1928, and their great Youth for Christ Conference
Before the night game began,
imaginative presentation of the at Ocean City, N. J , each Summer
Manager Gray lodged his protest,
Gospel in song, has thrilled thou where last year over 1000 delegates
and played only at the behest of
sands
gathered.
Manager Jenkins who naturally
Rev Walter H. Smyth, Eastern
Youth for Christ has grown
did not want to dissapoint the
Regional Vice President of Youth steadily during the past five years
large crowd gathered to see the con.
for Christ International and Di and now has over 2000 Rallies in
test. The Thomaston club had a
rector of Philadelphia Youth for the U. S. A. and 55 countries of
fast ball pitcher, Johnny Dana,
Christ .will be the speaker of the lhe world.
on the mound, and in the dark he
was unlnttable. The fact that no
there this month but there is still
errors were made does not enter
a lot of repair work to be done.
into consideration Many a fly ball
Commander Gehrmann has ap
dropped in for a hit which would
pointed his House Committee and
have been caught with good lights,
a mighty active one it is too.
but unless the fielder touches the
ball this is not scored an error. The
Friday night a kitchen shower
statement made by Manager Jen
was held with members of both
kins that there were no errors
•he Post and Unit attending. Gifts,
caused by the poor lights is not a
many and varied, included a kit
lair basis lor discrediting Manager
chen range, the ell burners to go
Gray s protest The box score does
in it, an electric plate, a table, cur
not tell the story.
tains and shades, cooking utensils
Where the race was so close, why
of all sorts, silver tea sponos, tea
couldn t we have had a "Little
towels, the aways necessary coffee
World Series" instead of all the
mugs, tumblers, plates, water pails,
argument. The Rockets were will
floor mops and brooms. President
ing, why wasn't Manager Jenkins?
Pryor heartily thanks all mem
Of
Knox-Lincoln
Counties
The series would have properly de
bers and non-members who so gen
cided the champion, and would
erously contributed.
The Third District Council.
have furnished some good enter
• • • •
tainment, as well as sport for the American Legicn Auxuliaty, will
Third District Council’s first Fall
players. Then whoever flys the meet Wednesday night at New Le meeting will be held at this new
Knox County League pennant, gion Home, Tenant’s Harbor. All home Wednesday night at 8. De
would be certain it was fairly won. Legionnaires are invited.
Bring partment resident Eodie Renaud of
Gordon Thompson, candy bars for Togus.
Bdideford will install the new offi
• • • •
Ex-Mgr. Rockland Rockets.
cials, assisted by Minnie Smith of
The Past Presidents’ Parley of
Rockand Unit. Members of all Le
And what better exercise pray can Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt, Unit 1, gion Posts and Auxiliary Units in
American Legicn Auxiliary, met
employ you,
tlie Third District are invite d tc at
Then to sweep all vexatious in Tuesday night at the home of Mrs. tend. Following the installaion a
John Watts. After the business
truders away?
reception will be held fcr the Dis
Ere Winter comes on, for sweet meeting a very pleasant evening trict Vice President,. Edith Macwas
enjoyed
with
delicious
refresh

home soon departing,
Neil.
My toils for your favor again I'll ments served by the hostess. The
• • • •
next meeting will be held in the
resume;
The following comrades were re
And while gratitude's tear in my Auxiliary room at I-egion Home. ported on sick call: Milton Griffin,
Meeting., are held the first Tues getting along fine on two canes;
eyelid is starting,
Bless the time that in England I day of the month and all past Clifford Smith was reported ill;
Presidents are invited.
cried, buy a broom.
Donald Fuller was reported much
• • • •
chorus:
improved.
At the last meeting of WinsO mein lieber Augustin, Augustin.
low-Holbrook-Merritt Unit No. 1, The following men were accept
Augustin,
American Legion Auxiliary. Helen ed as new members; George TarO mein lieber Augustin, alles ist
Flench and Mary Nickerson were diff. Linwood Renault, Milledge
weg:
initiated. R; port was given on Randall.
Bock ist weg. Stock ist weg,
Sept 30, there will be an old
the Rummage sale. An invitation
Auch bin ich in dem dreck,
was received to a reception in honor fashioned dance at the Legion,
O mein lieber Augustin, alles ist
of Mrs. Elodie Renaud. Dept Preis- Home with Woodcock's orchestra.
weg."
dtnt al Biddeford Saturday night. All members, their ladies and
<Oh, my dear Augustine, every
Sept. 24. At the next meeting friends are invited.
thing is gone: (bocki beer is gone,
birthdays of members in Septem Comrade Curtis reported that the
(capital) money is gone, I am in
ber will be celebrated. Mrs. Clara old Legion Home sign was in good
the dirt, too, Oh, my dear Augus
Kelsey and Mrs. Helen French were shape, and he said he would in
tine, everything is gone.)
appointed hostesses for the next stall it free of charge. Funds are
It was interesting to note that
not available at the present time
meeting.
you had been sentimental about
• • • •
for a new sign.
the English sparrows. They are the Members of Kinney-Melquist Post
Jack Wood, chairman of the drum
most unpopular birds we have here. and Auxiliary are busier than the corps committee asked for a small
Many years ago, Andrew Erchen- provebial beaver these days pre donation to start the campaign
brecher, the founder of the Cinn- paring their new home for use. off.
cinnati Zoological Gardens import Regular meetings have been held We hope everyone who possibly
ed a pair of sparrows from England
at a fancy price. Now we would
gladly pay to be rid of them. If
there is anything good to be said
about them I have never heard it
On Wednesday evening Sept. 21
To make the evening a festive one
They steal food and nests from
there will be a special dance given everyone is asked to wear old
more desireable birds and drive the
in the K. of P. hall on Matinicus clothes, the oldest they have, no
other birds away. We have to feed
Island. This will be a gay evening, matter what condition. For this,
the cardinals on seeds that are too
for the committee to help the there will be a special prize for the
hard for the sparrows.
usual management of the dances, man and woman in the worst
Emma L. Kimball.
have planned many special etents clothes. There will be a grand door
(Mrs Maxwell C. Kimball)
and dances. Among them will be the prize and special prizes for the nov

Notes Of The

Legion Posts

Richard Morgrage, Executive Sec
retary to Governor Payne, spoke
to a nearly one-hundred-percent
audience of attentive Lions
His
talk on the numerous duties of the
Governor of the State of Maine
was informative and humorous,
and his large group of brother
Lions, he is a member of the Au
gusta Club, were certainly appre
ciative.
Morgrage is a veteran of both
World Wars and is now affiliated
with the Gannett publications in
an advisory capacity He has had
a vast experience in the newspaper
industry, as he was conected with
the Boston Transcript and Bangor
News. He was a neighbor of Cam
den a few years ago as Principal
of Union High School, and Super
intendent of the Winterport School
District.
He told of a friend of Governor
Payne who, after watching the Gov
ernor in action for several months,
wondered "why any man would
want to be Governor." "Even on
Sunday,” he said, "there was no
let- up in the demands on the
Governor’s time at home in the
Blaine Mansion—with the phone
ringing all day.
He reported there was no need
of addressing mail to the Governor
"personal" as Payne insisted on
reading all his mail. The first
hour every morning was taken up
by opening and reading mail—with
Monday’s accumulation ,of three
days’ mail being a particularly
busy morning Appointments every
15 minutes until 4.30 p. m., and
signing of letters until 5.00 to 5.30
took up the remainder of the day,
the Governor rarely leaving his of
fice until 5.30 p. m. And then, of
course, one or more speaking en
gagements every night, Monday
through Friday.
The Governor’s appointments
now are booked through Sept. 26,
but occasionally the Executive Sec
retary has to upset the schedule for
someone who has traveled a great
distance to see the Governor. The
Secretaries are able in most in
stances to sift the "must see" from
the unnecessary takers of time—
but Morgrage told of the woman
who drove to Augusta twice before
seeing the Governor by appoint
ment, would not advise him or the
other secretaries of her mission,
just had to see the Governor, It
developed that all she wanted was
50 of those cute lobster pins for a
women’s club dinner! Morgrage
also mentioned many humorous,
crackpot and pathetic requests in
the Governor’s mail and telegrams.
He reported the Governor was a
great enthusiast for boosting Maine
products and told of Payne’s pre
sentation of Maine sea chests and
the lobster dinner given Governors
of 48 States at the Conference of
Governors in the West recently.
Morgrage was accompanied by
his daughter, Miss Jeanette Mor
grage.
This being the opening meeting
of the Fall program of CamdenRockport Lions, George Clements,
Zone Chairman representing the
District Governor, told of District
plans for Fall and Winter, He
also presented George Thomas
with a 10-year pin.
Elmer Young was appointed Cap
tain of the Lions Bowling Team in
the Y.M.C A. League.
Due to present urgent demands
for more funds to aid polio suffer
ers, the Lions voted to put on a
Giant Beano in the Opera House
on Friday, Oct. 7. Frank Leonard
was appointed Chairman, with all
Lions enlisted to aid him. The
entire community will be asked to
get behind this and help. Plans
will be announced soon.

Of an Unwed Mother

eweciw
AMBLYM

Pastor Peter Salou, whose ears
are pierced to take ornaments
ranging from small shells to an
alram clock, and who is son of a
Solomon Islands head hunter, Is
reported on his way to Britain to
give lectures.

BNW FlTZGERAU)
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Produced Oy
ROBFRT I WELCHj

CAMDEN THEATRE

Oirected by

DAVID MILLER

ENDS TODAY

“THE PLUNDERERS"
In Color, and

“LOADED PISTOLS”

LAST TIMES TODAY

Giant Cash Night Tonight

VAN JOHNSON
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

“SCENE OF THE CRIME”

Look What's Cooking:
Not recommended to be
seen by children.
Sunday: 3.(Mi, 4 40, 6.45, 8.45

“Chicken Every Sunday”
Dan Dailey, Celeste Holm

balloon dance, the lucky number
dance, the spot dance and many,
many, others, which will bring an
evening of great fun.

elty dances.
Wednesday
season and
anticipated.

ELECTROLUX

Francis L. Tillson

FISHERMAN’S DANCE

Wednesday, Sept. 21

Extra Special Prizes
for Special Dances.
DOOR PRIZES
BALLOON DANCES. FUN
8.00 P. M.
SAME PRICE 35 CENTS
85-86

9.30

Marine hero Pappy Boyington Is
now a West Coast wrestling referee.

can will turn out to go to Appleton
Saturday morning at 10.30 for their
dedication to World War 2 veter
ans. An old fashioned country
dinner will be served to all Legion
naires who participate, free of
charge. Congressman Nelson will
be the speaker.
Comrade Epps reported that he
has the 1950 membership cards,
and Is open for business at $500
per customer.
Comrade Hector Staples gave a
This is the last of the
fine report of the National Con
night dances for the
vention.
a large attendance is
County Commander Small re
ported that North Haven and Vin
alhaven are going to hold a joint
meeting and everyone is invited.
Levi Flin't name was drawn
from the fish bowl. He wasn’t
present so the amount for next
week is $9 00. Let’s have a big
turnout.

MATINICUS ISLAND
Wear Your Old Clothes

At St. Peier's Episccpal Church.
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rectcr, Sunday ■
ervices will be: Holy Communion!
at St Johns, Thcma.-tcn, at 8 a.
tn, Parish Mass and sermon al

• • • •
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church the service cf Morning
Worship wil be held at 10.30. The
pastor. Rev. Alfred G. Hemps ead, i
will preach on the subject, The |
Purp.se of the Church,” Miss
Barbara Stevens wi l be gu st or
ganist and William T Smith, Jr
will be the soloist. The Church
School through the sxith grade
will meet at 11 o'clock. The In
termediate, Senior and Adult De
partments will meet at 11.30 a. m
A nursery department will care for I
small chidren during the church
service. The Boy Scouts will meet
Monday at 6 p. m The District'
Meeting of the Woman’s Society |
of Christian Service will be held!i
at Richmond on Wednesday The
Yeung Adult Group will hold their
annual banquet at Lincolnville
Beach Thursday at 7 p. nr. The
Baraca Cass will meet Thursday
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Pickett, 60 Willow street.
• • • •
At the Congregational Church,
Rev, Charles R. Monteith, Pastor:
Morning Worship at 10 45, with the
pastor preaching the second in his
series of "Stories Jesus Told,” en
titled "Help for the Confused"
Nursery care for small children of
those worshipping, with registra
tion on Rally Sunday, Sept. 25, for
the ensuing Church School year.
Comrades of the Way meet at the
church for their first meeting of
the year on Sunday, Sept. 18 at
6.30. Appointments of the week
include: Boy Scout Troop 206 on
Monday at 7 00; Business Girls on
Wednesday at 7.30; and Rally Day
at 10.45 on Sunday, Sept. 25, with
registration beginning at 10.15
• • • •
"Matter” is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon that will be read
in all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
on Sept. 18. The Golden Text is:
"Tremble, thou earth, at the presence of the Lord, at the presence
of the God of Jacob" (Psalms
114:7).
• • • •
At the First Baptist Church
"Steps Into Victorious Living" will
be the subject of the sermon by
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald in the
10.30 service. The choir will sing
in both services The prayer groups
will meet at 10.15 and the nur
sery will be open for the care of
small children. The Church School
will meet at noon with prepara
tions for Rally Day the following
Sunday. Barbara Clark will be the
leader of the Ambassadors for
Christ meeting at 6 30. Special
music in the evening service at
7.30 will include a solo by Osmond
F. Palmer. "A Puzzling Fact” will
be the subject of Mr MacDonald's
message. The prayer and praise
meeting will be held on Tuesday
at 7.30. ,
• • • •
At the Church of the Nazarene.
the services are as follows: Sunday
School 9.15 a. m., Ray Easton, su
perintendent, with classes for all
ages; morning worship at 10.30,
Rev. Lester E Mann, Evangelist,
will be the speaker. Young people’s
meeting will be ut 6 p. m. followed
by the evening evangelistic service
at 7.30 Holiness Revival Meeting
will be conducted throughout the
week each night at 7.30. The
church has called an outstanding
preacher and leader for these ser
vices. A rare opportunity is yours
Try to be with us every meeting.
• • • •
Morning worship at the Univer
salist Church comes at 10.40 with
Dr. Lowe preaching the second ser
mon on the subject he began last
Sunday "Can Religion Be Sep
arated From Morality and Have
Morality Survive?” The kinder
garten Department will meet dur
ing the preaching service. The
Church School will meet for the
first time in the vestry at 9 30 a. m
• • • •
Sunday at the Littlefield Mem
orial Baptist Church at 10 30 Rev.
John A. Barker will speak on the
subject “My Church and I.” Spe
cial music will include an anthem
by the choir. Sunday School fol
lows at 11.45 with classes for all
age groups. The B. Y. F. meets in
the vestry at 6 o’clock with Miss
Isabel Firth as leader, something
different, “Bible Baseball ” At 7.15
Mr. Barker will speak on "Abso
lutely” and the young people’s
choir will sing. Mid-week prayer
and praise service Tuesday night
at 730.
The Women’s Basket
meeting of the Lincoln Association
from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. Wednesday

MATINICUS OLD CLOTHES DANCE

STARTS TOMORROW
FOR THREE BIG DAYS
The Stirring, Heartfelt Story

In Paramount's

Camden Lions
“
EUREKAS
”
AT
BAPTIST
CHURCH
Governor’s Executive Secre
Praises

Ex-Manager Talks

VACUUM CLEANER

Carpenter and Builder

SALES AND SERVICE
BOX 333.
ROCKLAND

THOMASTON. MAINE
TELEPHONE 178-4

73‘S“79

39’40-tI

J

SERMONF.TTE

THE SUN
Long. 70 degrees.

Casco Bay,

8 minutes west; lat. 43 degrees,
44 ihinutes north. This marks
the spot from which for 37 years,
I have watched the sun reach its
highest point in its swing to
he north. At this writing it is
nearly at the halfway mark on
its journey south. In all these
yeais there has been no visible
variations. Twenty years ago
Henry Beston. a most extraor
dinary man. did an astounding A
riling. He has built a two-room
house, 20x16 feet on the eastern
bend cf Cape Cod. and here he
lived alone for an entire year.
H.s book "The Outermost House,”
new in its 2Cth year and 11th
printing sho|tlt| be in every New
England Nature lover's library.
His stcry of the bird migratoin the Winter stars, the shift
ing sands, the fierce gales and
the tremendous seas could onl.i^
have teen studied by a man of
peculiar courage. The house was
only a short distance north of
Nanset. Rockland pepople of
the older generation, will recall
that the last view of the steam
er Pentagcet, as she disappeared
forever, in the Portland gale, was
from Nanset Light. Rockland
lost many sailors and captains
that night, but none more gal
lant than Orris Ingraham. Here
is what Mr Beston says of the
Sun's Journey south.
"A year in outer nature is a
tremendous ritual; to share It,
one must have a knowledge of
the Sun's pilgrimage. All these
Autumn weeks I watched the
great disk going South—the ad
venture of the Sun is the great
natural drama by which we live.”
To this I subscribe. Trains
are frequently off time, buses are^(k
delayed, and airplanes crash, but
since Creation and all through
the ages, the Sun is always on
time, never off its course, and
has steered its way oil its North
and South journey, for uncount
ed millions of years, through the
galaxy of stars, without acci
dent.
Who can doubt that it is up
held by God’s omnipotent Hand.
In 1713 Joseph Addison wrote
his famous hymn and in 1798
Haydn set it to music:
“The unwearied sun, from day to
day.

.

Does his Creator’s power display,
And publishes to every land
The work ctf an Almighty
Hand.”
W. A. Holman.
at this church. Bring "box lunch "
Tea and coffee will be served.
----------------fc

The Lyric Muse

Poems of original composition
by subscribers Owing to space
limitation, brevity is requested
to insure a greater variety of
contributions.

r

CITY OF HAPPINESS

I am at one with Love Divine,
However the winds of life may blow.
I ever know that love is mine,
And wraps me round where I may
go
The city, bright, of Happiness,
Is only my state of mind,
From treasured depths I seek to
bless,
And share my joy with all man-,
kind.
4
Mary Morgan Ware.

DANCE
Every Saturday Night
SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
76-8-tf

DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIOHT

SPRUCE HEAD
COMMUNITY HALL

78-ThdcSat-tf

PHILCO
HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
I,
PORTABLES
L REFRIGERATORS
C
FREEZERS
P
H

o

P

H<
I’
L
C

o

THE RADIO SHOP
517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 844

55-8-tf

PHILCO

„
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Matthews-Arey

Miss Gloria L. Witham, who has
Mrs. Harry Collins of Bayberry.
Camden, was honored Wednesday been spending the Summer with
jight at a stork shower given by I her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Mrs. John Andrews at her JTalbot L. Witham, has returned to her
avenue home.
Mrs. Collins re- ’ teaching duties at Bain Junior
ceived many lovely gifts. Two High School. Cranston, R. I.
tables of contract were enjoyed,
The Y and O Club met Thursday
followed by late lunch. Mrs.'
night
with Mrs Maurice Pitts, CresCharles H. Berry, assisted Mrs. An - i
drews. Guests were: Mrs. Charles lent street, with Mrs. Maurice Pitts
Duff, Mrs. Abraham Small, Mrs. and Mrs. Shirley Beals as hostesses.
Prank Sawyer, Mrs. Virginia Bird, Those present were: Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Edward Conley, Miss Ruth Cross, Mrs. Ralph Pinkham, Mrs.
Emery, Miss Georgia Stevens, and Edward Sylvester, Miss Dorothy
Shute, Mrs. George Shute, Mrs.
\Ilss Polly Stevens.
Maurice Pitts, Mrs. Shirley Beals.
Miss Dea Perry, daughter of Mr. Mrs. Robert Taylor. Miss Agnes
and Mrs. Laurence C. Perry of Cam Bald, Mrs. Earl Ellis. Lunch was
den street, entertained in honor of served.
her 18th birthday at a weinie and
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
corn roast held at Glen Cove.
Joseph Gath ot Alford's Lake were
Sept. 10. Guests present were: Jo
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bassett and
Ann Champlin, Bedy Libby, Eu
daughters Nancy and Susan of
nice Pettis, Elizabeth* Herrick, Ed
Connecticut.
gar Kent, David Scarlott. These
from out of town were: Richard
Mrs. L. E. Frost and son Sher
Harrison, Betty Dwinal. Donald wood went today . to Wollaston,
Reilly, Reggie Reilly, and Richard Mass., for a few days’ visti with
Morgan. A good time was enjoyed Mr. Frost. On the return home
by all.
they will be accompanied by Mr.
Frost, who will spend a week’s va
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Nichols, cation at his home in this city.
who have been spending the Sum
Mr and Mrs. Ill Hooper of Sarmer at their cottage in Round
Pond were in the city Tuesday, gentville have had as house guest,
calling on old-time friends. Mrs. Mrs. Hooper's aunt, Miss Elizabeth
Nichlpls, nee Grace Hicks, spent Donohue of Park street, Rockland.
her girlhood days in Rockland, be
ing a daughter of Judge Gordon
Hicks. At 6 o’clock Tuesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Nichols entertained
Educational Club Heard Of
a group of old-time friends at a
Aladdin and About the
dinner at Beach Inn, Lincolnville.
Hyde Home
Guests included were: Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Leach of Tenant’s Harbor,
The Woman's Educational Club
Mrs. Henry H. Randall and Mrs. met Wednesday at the home of the
Bessie Benner of Rockland. The vice president, Mrs. Emma BradNichols have an established home street, Suffolk street, with good at
at Roslindale, Mass., Mr. Nichols tendance despite the storm. The
being a retired druggist of that meeting had been planned for the
Alace. The family now spend their .specially equipped “picnic house,”
Winters at Winter Park, Fla., and though the weather ruled that out.
their Summers in Maine at Round
At 4 p. m. John M. Richardson
Pond.
spoke to the club on
Aladdin's
Lamp,” the pleasant thought be
Mr and Mrs. John C. Cullens of ing what would be our lot if we
Newton, Mass., have returned home had such a wonderful lamp to rub.
after spending several days with In the speaker's case a long deemed
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gath at Al imiiossible dream bceame a reality,
ford’s Lake.
when he was invited to lecture be
Carlyle Brown, Jr., is employed fore the New York Historical So
ciety.
.
at Comptons.
He continued by plane to Balti
N
----The Daughters of St. Bernard's more and spent several hours in
will hold a rummage sale Sarutday, specting the Marine and business
Sept. 24 in the quarters formerly sections and thence by Old Bay
occupied by the Moor Drug Co., 322 Line steamer to Norfolk, Va., the
present capital of steam propelled
Main street.
vessels He was in his element there
The Daughters of St. Bernard and included a steamer trip up the
met Tuesday night. Sept. 13 in the Potomac for a day’s sight seeing in
parish hall with Mrs. Phyllis Grispi Washington.
The evening session started with
presiding. Plans were made to hold
a rummage sale Sept. 24 in Moor’s a current events quizz and discus
^d drug store with Mrs. Tillie sion of matters of general interest
Anastasio as chairman.
Other conducted by Mrs. Fred Robbins
plans and projects were discussed. Miss Hazel Nutt spoke in behalf of
Refreshments were served by the the society for Crippled children
officers, Mrs. Grispi, Mrs. Tillie and illustrated her fine talk with
Anastasio, Mrs. Marie Joseph and moving colored pictures of the fa
mous Hyde Home in Bath.
Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin.

Mrs. William Matthews
Miss Ruth Evelyn Arey. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George E. Arey
of 273 Morris Avenue, Spring.ield
N J., ano W.lliam J. Matthews of
, _
,
.
East Orange N. J, were marne i
Friday, Sept. 2, at 5.30 p. m„ at the

Aided By Readings Of Prof.
Snow — Event Netted
$110.

Be Held At Littlefield
Memorial Church Next
Wednesday

The auditorium of the Baptist
Church in Thomaston was well
filled by an enthusiastic and cul
tured audience Wednesday night
when the concert for the benefit
of the Old Church on the Hill was
given, prefacing reading of his
own poems by Wilbert Snow.
The urgency for repairs on the
Old Church, a genuine relic of
Colonial days, roused the interest
of a Past State President of the
DA R., Mrs. Charles A. Creighton.
Prof. Snow, a Thomaston High
School and Bowdoln College grad
uate with many literary and political achievements to his credit,
was called upon for help
To Mrs Grace M strout> a seaSOned director of music, was given
the arrangement of an hour of
music. The hearty and earnest cooperation of local musicians resulted in an unforgettably fine program lhe reyjew
whjch .g ,n.

The Womans Fall Basket meetg will be Held Sept. 21, at Littleeld Meinori.il Church. Association
President Ardelle Hazelton, preiding The program:
HICO a 111. "Luiided Together ID
im”, Worship Service.

home of the bride's aunt, Mrs El- adequate to those not privileged to
liott E. Hall. 249 Short Hills Ave, hear it.
Springfield, N J. The double ring
The artistry of Mrs. Faith O.
ceremony was performed in the Berry as organist and Mrs Nettie
presence of the immediate family,
Averill as pianist was again
by Rev. Charles F. Peterson of demonstrated in duo form.
Jersey City former pastor of the Warren
Winthrop
Whitneys
Springfield, Methodist Church.
youthful voice thrilled his listeners
A wedding supper followed at as 's Bis wont. Miss Winnifred
the Millburn Inn, Millburn, N. J.
MacFarland, a recent graduate of
The bride wore a street length N< w England
Conservatory of
gown of navy blue sheer with white music delighted her audience by
accessories, and a corsage of white her weU trained voice, graciousness
and charm. She was well sup
rosebuds.
The couple were attended by Mr ported by Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn,
and Mrs. Alfred Smith of Millburn accompanist.
Almond Eugene Jellison, tenor, a
Mrs. Smith wore a gray crepe gown
junior in Colby College, majoring
with a corsage of red rosebuds.
The bride is a graduate of Re in dramatics, sang with equal
gional High School, and Summit merit music of traditional origin
Secretarial School, and is employed and that in modern idiom. The
at the Essex Welding Equipment deep, smooth tones of William T
Co., of Newark, N. J. Mr. Matthews Smith's baritone voice fell like a
is employed by the Andrew Wilson ] Gtiietude over the place. His able
Co., in Springfield. After a trip to accomPa™t was Roger Dow, orthe shore. Mr. and Mrs. Mathews I ?anisLat PraU Memorial Meth°will make their home at 45 South dist Church.
At the first mohient of her ap
—Springfield, (N. J.) Sun.
Maple Avenue, East Orange, N. J. pearance, Miss Bertha Luce, vio
Miss Arey was formerly a resi linist, electrifies her audience who
dent of Vinalhaven as well as her remain with her until the last en
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Arey. trancing tone has died away. Mrs.
Sanbc.rn gave her usual sympha•hctic accompaniment.
A delightful surprise centered in
a well balanced chorus of 24 voices
District Governor William S. assembled and directed by Mrs
Linnell Pays Club An Strout. This chorus, gathered from
the ranks of experienced singers,
Official Visit
will be known as “Ye O.de Church
William S. Linnell of Portland.
on the Hill Choir,” and hope tc give
District Governor of the area in
further service to the cause. Mrs.
cluding Maine and a part of Canada
Berry was organist
made his official visit to the local
Singers from Warren were: Mrs.
club Friday. In his address he
Grace Wyllie, Mrs. Avis Norwood,
pointed out that he was, as desig Miss Florence Packard, Miss Bertha
nated by Alan L. Bird, who intro Teague, Mrs. Hazel Gammon, Mrs
duced him, an officer of Rotary In Sadie Gammon, Chester O. Wyllie;
ternational, but not in any,literal from Rockland, Mrs. Doris Lind
sense a “Governor.”
quist, Mrs. Mildred Havener, Har
The body of Mr. Llnnell's address old W. Greene; from Jefferson.
to the club was an attractive and Mrs. Laura Pierce, Miss Margare
stimulating analysis of Rotary ob- Perry stuart Webster, Donald
jectives. He founded all upon fel- Pierce Paui Bond, Ned Packard
lowsh.p of a deeper, discriminating from Thomaston Baptist choral
sort; showed how an understand- society, Mrs. Leona Starrett, Mi;
ing fellowship promotes vocational NeIlie Tibbetts, Miss Joanne Vinal.
service, passes from vocational te. Edward Newcombe, Warren Whitcommunity service and thence by ney waiter Chapman and William
the more difficult and least under J. White.
stood transition to international
Dr. H W. Flagg introduced the
service.
speaker.
He stressed the opportunity for
Mrs. Creighton and Mrs. Strout
us as individuals to counteract
extend thanks to their loyal supmisunderstanding and prejudice in
.
our relations with people of other P°rters- The concert yielded ove.
nations and races. Even this func $110.
tion traces back directly to fellow
CRAIGNAIR CLOSES
ship.
Craignair Inn at Clark Island
In the evening Governor Linnell closes Sunday night after a very
met the Club Assembly at the resi successful third season in which
dence of Club President, George
the management has lived up to
B. Wood, where the condition and
the high standard which was set
activities of the local club were
when £he Inn was first opened
thoroughly examined.—by Louis A.
Already plans are being made for
Walker.
another Summer.
Admissions: Mrs. Rachel Ken
Fur Coats and ollare repaired or
Argentina is buying $6,240,000
dricks. Master Robert McMahon made over. Walker’s Tailor Shop.
worth
of cold storage, dairy, shoe
and Mrs. Mary Singer. Discharges: 427 Main St., Rockland.
85and88 making and other machinery
Miss Shirley Jackson, Mrs. Mary
Sweden prides itself on being the from Denmark under a new trade
Jackson, Miss Linda-Jane Barrows,
oldest
regularly constituted state agreement.
Mrs. Julia Johnson and Mrs. Grace
in Europe.
Reed and son.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

A Full Day

The Rockland Teachers’ Club
held the opening meeting of the
season Wednesday night in Rock
land High School gymnasium with
fg&out sixty members and guests
present. A short business meeting
followed with President Mrs. Thel
ma Parsons presiding. The scoial
hour was in charge of Mrs. Robert
Hybals, who directed the get acquaintde games and lead the group
singing. Those in charge of the
supper were, Miss Ida Hughes,
chairman, Miss Eleanor Puller. Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Grant, Lawrence
Plummer and Mrs. Parsons, and
^sper Spear, Mr. MacDougal.
The Catholic Women’s Club is
having a Rummage Sale, Saturday
October 1 at the Grand Army Hall,
doors open at 9.30 a. m.
85-S88-Th90
For social items in Yhe' CourierGazette, phone 1044, '(Jify. ' 59tl

The Rotary Club

■ j | Health Portal | A

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

First Church of Christ, Scientist

RUMMAGE SALE

ROCKLAND. MAINE
ANNOUNCES

A FREE LECTURE ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Benefit of

Entitled

HADASSAH

Christian Science: The Availability of Divine Law
By CECIL F. DENTON. C. S. of New York City

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 21

Church Edifioe, Corner Cedar and Brewster Streets

Main Street, Across From

Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church
The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts

TUESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 20. 1949

At 8 o'clock D. S. T.

r

8

•Meredith Furniture Store.

The Public Is Cordially Invited »

UNIVERSAL AND HOTPO1NT

Electric Ranges and Water Heaters

Speedometer

WANTED to rent: 5-rocm Un
furnished Apt. in Rockland or vicin
ity.
References furnished. LE
DOUX, C.G.C Laurel, Rockland.
85 86
IN Thomaston, 3 apt. house with
oil heat, cite apt. has modern
kitchen and bath. Large barn and
outbuildings. Priced very reason
able for quick sale. TEL. 16-3
85*87
PHILGAS Stove for sale. GER
ALD BEVERAGE. Tel. 260. 85 87
1941 PLYMOUTH Sedan 1941
Special Deluxe Chevrolet Coupe.
Reasonably priced. Terms if de
sired Call at 81 NORTH MAIN
ST.
85*86

Repairing
And Testing Of All

house sAerman,

i.

442 MAIN STREET,

Chrysler Products.

<<3jr>

INC.

ROCKLAND, ME.
55-S-tf

10.15 Literature presentation by
A ssociatiou Ser. etary.
10.50 A* ocia Io-' Business.

1C.45.

Mall Orders Filled

'Our

Love

Gift,”

Mrs.

Archibald M Cra g Vice President,
astern .vaine

1115

Missionary

Address,

i.’oroth
Cues, Laplist
1 ospilal. loin W china.

Dr

Mission

12 0 l uncheon b:ing box lunch,
coffee and tea served.

1.15 ,

liaise Service.

hi,

1.30 Forei u Missions Vice Pres-

dent, Mrs J B I obley.
2.00 Special Music.
2.10

Conferences

Association &

I ocal Department Chairmen.
2.30 Addles:
Mis Elmer

N.

Bentley. Slate President.
Left to right are Mrs. Virginia Chatto. Kalnh C ( lark. Miss Elizabeth
Hempstead and Mrs. Hempstead.

Hempstead,

Kev.

Alfred

G.

3.69 Missionary
Dorothy Gates.

Address,

Dr.

A reception was tendered Miss
Mrs. Virginia Chatto. president I.crov Chatto showed two films on
Elizabeth Hempstead Wednesday of the WSCS, welcomed the large modern India
In the receiving line were Mrs.
night in the vestry of Pratt Mem- company ot friends in behalf of
orial Methodist Church sponsored the Society. Ralph U. Clark als.i | Chatto, Mi
Hempstead and Hc.v Additions To Teaching Staff
bj the Women's Society of Chris- spoke lor the church, voicing its and Mrs. Hempsiead. The usher,
Of the Former St. Jo
tian Service with Mrs. Frank Trass pride lhat one of its members { were Mrs. Doris Abbott and Mrs
seph’s College
and Mrs. Loretta Bicknell asthe j should offer herself for service in * DorisHavener.
committee.
. India. It gave us
much insight as
At this time Mrs chatto preTwo importantadditions to
the
Miss Hempstead, daughter of Rev.i to what the group of 59 young peo-ented the honoi guest with a giltadministrative andteaching staffs
and Mrs. Alfred G. Hempstead, j pie from the U. S.. have to do. of money from her friends Mrs. of the College of Our Lady of
leaves next month for Hyderabad. | working with young people and Griiie I.urvc. wa in charge ul the Mercy, formerly Saint Joseph’s Colgue t book Mrs I.eona Flint and lege of Portland have been anIndia where she will teach in the adults there.
Stanley High School for girls.
Miss Hempstead spoke delight. Mr Shirley Rollins dipped punch nounced by Doctor Daniel J. OMrs Edith Tweedie and Mrs. ■ fully of the intensely interesting
The refreshment committee in- Neill, president of the college,
Sister Mary Aline who has preMargaret Philbrook had charge of months of special traiining at eluded Mrs Ivy chatto, Mrs. Lena
the charming decorations which Hartford, Conn in company with | deRochinont. Mrs. Shirley Rollins, viouslv been instructor in commerconsisted of baskets of Fall flower- 49 other girls, for the important1 Mrs. Vincie Clark and Mrs Leona cial subjects at Orono High School
work which they are to undertake Flint.
tastefully arranged.
and most recently at Cathedral
high school in Portland, is the new
13 volun eers spent 533 hours sew Registrar of the College. Sister
ing layettes, surgical dressings, jug Aline will also be an instructor in
the department of lommerce.
covers, TB masks and bathrcje«.
Sister Mary Carmel, who for the
Mrs. Nellie B. R ed’s Motor past four years has been principal
Service reiicrted 71 volunteers of the girls' department of John
spent 515 hours driving 3856 miles Bapst high school in Bangor, will
and also assisted at the c.ff station head the department of languages
party at her h nt for veterans.'
and literature, and serve tempor
...... .
Mrs. jjinerva Small's Gray La- arily as librarian Sister Carmel,
Allen F. Payson of Camden was ’ ''chise'.ers" would be minimized, j dies included 58 volunteers who who received her Doctorate es Letreturned to th= chairmanship of
Secretary Hammond in his an- | spent 1179 hours at the Togus Hos- tres isumma cum laude) from La
the Knox County Chapter of nual report stated that 370 Heme
assisted at Ho,pita! Day at val University in Quebec, was givAmercan Red Cross at its annual
Service cases had been through Kncx County General Hospital and en the medal of the Franco-Amermeeting in the Methodist Church his office durinB the >'ear which sponsored the Wounded Veterans ican Historical Society last May.
Off Station Party at Mrs. Reed's The honor was awarded for the in.
Thursday night. Other officers for included 211 veterans, 141 service
home.
valuable contribution to French lit
'he com ng year include Edward R. men and the rest civilian. Of the
Present at the successful meet erature which Sister Carmel's doc
$2309
spent
out
on
helping
some
Ladd, vice chairman. Ardrey E.
ing were Mrs. Haz 1 I,. Hart, Mrs. toral dissertation French Litera
Orff, treasurer and Isaac L. Ham of these cases, $730 cf loans had
Dorothy L Ch.ul Mrs. Louise ture of New England made to the
been
repaid,
he
said.,
In
audition
mond, secretary.
Moody South Hope; Mrs. Myrtle field.
the
working
days
at
the
office
had
The meeting was one of the best
Hammond. Rockland; Mrs Myra
Doctor O'Neill also announced
been
more
than
filled
bv
assisting
attended in years, despite a night
veterans
in
making
applications,
I
<
-'
oc
'"
v
*
Wa
.
Iiinvi
n.
MHarriet
that
Mrs John Pendergast of the
of heavy rain and fog, and brought
the comment from Field Director securing affidavits and giving ad- , done:. Wa. a ng ton; Jim Moore, department of se ratarial science
n R. D e, Cam- has ban ranted a year’s leave of
Sai. :el W. King of Orono, the .id and guidance.
Edwin R. Dodge, safety chairEdward 1 Dornan, Thomas- absence to pursue advanced study,
(omment that he “felt like the cat
,.i ii, Charles Two prospective members of the
ti. : swallowed the canary” because man. r ported that Miss Jane Mil- I ’cn> Katherine
of
Thomaston
had
taught
twimMixer
and
June
Hills
Hunter. Bel- College faculty, former instructors
ler
he
ggest d the supper meeting,
Belle Hobart* Owls Head; at Cathedral High school, have left
at which the Methodist women ming to 459 children during' the
Summer months; that 4 fust aid Marion E. McCluskey. Let'oj Me- to continue graduate studies leading
seized a boiled ham meal.
Kin ■ spoke to the meeting prior classes were due to start that one Clu.-key, Clara Nason, Warren; to the degree of Doctor of Philosto showing several pictures on other adult class had been com- Myrle Dudley, Joyc. Morey, Reck- ophy at Fordham University. They
Maine's Ft rest Fires and on Red pleted; and that Mrs. Minerva |lalld; Helen Knight, Camden; are Sister Mary Stephanie in the
! . s d: a ler work. He said of Small of Rockland had taugllt i H' h n Co;:ar:. Maza Magitz. Harry field of English and Sister Mary
one adult class and two Girl Scout i Magitz, Frederick Bird, Dorothy Euphrasia in the field of science .
Hie Kn :( C. unty Chapter:
First
Aid Classes.
i Bird, Edith Alwocd, Allan Mu-ray,
"On v< 1/ own disaster in 1948 I
At The Remnant Shoppe, early
Treasurer Ardrey E. Orff report- J Julia Murray, Susie Lamb, Myra
was p. :;tl f the native ability of
Fall specials: Sanforized Outing
ed
that
the
Chapler
spent
$.7,7-'!
w
atts,
Leoni.se
D
lano,
Rockland
your pe pb when the big feeding
Flannel. 35:* yd.; Gingham Plaids,
operation i.eve! ped during tlie fire during the year and had on' Nedie B- Heed, Owl s Head; Ade- 45c yd 200 Main St. TEL. 523.
hand $8615.
! laide Kalcr. Margaret Philbrcok,
Ycur disas er committee then was
84-85
Edward T. Dornan, Disasttr ]Tnez s- A”168. Min.rva B Small,
more cr le;s what was left out cf
chairman,
said
that
the
18
days
cf
A!
“
elia
C
Coombs,
Rockland;
and
Civilian Defense with not too
many of that group around. Nev the J948 iBog Fire had cost the Jalle Mi.br, Thomaston.
ertheless all your churches, clubs Chapter $6409 and he pointed out
LOMG COVE
and organizations saw the need and that this year Knox had a disaster
Evensong and sermon at St.
your chapter went tc work so that also at Isle au Haut but that
George .; Church at 7 p. m. 73-S-tf
in 21 hours an organization co the Hancock County Chapter had
handled
it
due
to
the
nearness
of
operating all the resources in the
Knox County faces a serious
the island to mainland there.
community met the need."
situation wi ll .six cases of polio in
Mrs. Margaret H. RcJlins report- I the county anJ ihe funds of tlie
Waste cculd not be helped and
there were definite reasons for the ed on the setup of a new Canteen : Knox County Polio Association exwaste and also definite rasons why Service to assist at disasters un
Conit could not be helped. King said, der chairmanship of Mrs. Benedict i nellan and Ws coninnttee shrink
and he said he hoped that the Dowling and including workers un frem a drive at this bad time of
nraarrizatinn I• many
newly reformed disaster group der the following organization
drives, rather ask all citi
would have a setup under which chairmen: Eastern Star. Mrs. Vir zens to send their contributions to
Knight;
Congregational Mr. Connellan at the Rcckland
all towns and organizations would ginia
agree to abide by plans laid down Church, Mrs. John G. Snow; St. Post Office. The ne d is urgent.
by the American Red Cross so that Peters Church. Mrs. Josephine
84 86
duplication and the “riding of a Rice; American Legion Auxiliary,
gravy train'' of agency help by Mrs. Bernice Reams St. Bernard’s
Church. Mrs. Gerald U. Margesor,.
Hadassah, Mrs. Alfred Leventhal
LADIES: READ THIS
Unwanted hair removed instantly and Methodist Church. Mrs. Vir
WATER PIPES. SEWER WORK,
from face, arms, legs with Flash ginia Chatto.
Rail- Remover. Removes the entire
SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS
CompUre
Mrs. Susie Lamb reported for
hair above and below the skin sur
CEMENT WORK
face. Harmless—leaves skin soft Volunteer Service that production
VACUUM CLEANER
and smooth. You can t lose. Money and supply of which Mrs. Gladys
promptly refunded if hair grows Orff is chairman, completed all
LEWYT, with its sensational new
back after third application with
Ko. 80 CARPET NOZZLE gets
no questions asked. Price $2.00 foreign relief and government sew
Don't
Wait
Until
Winter!
18% to 55% more imbedded dirt,
postpaid anywhere in the U. S. ing and knitting; that 16 volunteer
picks up more lint, thread, and hair
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
Send cash or M. O. to:
put in 128 hours making 59 sets of
... yet with 13% to 58% less carpet
Beautyeraft Products Dept. 661
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
wear!
ward drapes and recreation hall
Box 29, N.D.G.
drapes
for
Tcgus
Hospital;
that
Post Office, Montreal, Can.
NO DUST BAG TO EMPTY

Cur Lady Of Mercy

ALLEN PAYSON RE-ELECTED

Energetic Camden Worker Again Heads Knox
County Red Cross Chapter

Now Is The Time!

S. E. Eaton

• lt*a qwlet

GOOD USED CARS
FOR SALE
12 Chevy Club Coupe,
Heater,
$795.
12 Plymouth Coupe, K & II, 745.
11 Chevy Coupe. R. & II.. 595.
39 Pontiac 2 Door Sedan,
Motor just overhauled,
495.
39 Ford 2 Door Sedan,
445.
TERMS AND TRADES

LONG S AUTO SALES

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 .MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
6C-tf

Fall Basket Meeting

Concert A Success

113 CAMDEN ST.. ROCKLAND
TEL. 1503
85-86

• 3-Altar»

• Cyclonic

donning power
• Light, oocy to u*O
• Spoco-aovlng atorngol

WITHAM’S LOBSTER POUND

ROUTE 1.

ROCKPORT, MAINE

Is Closing Sunday, September 18
We wish to express our thanks to our friends, old and new’
for making this a successful season and we are looking forward
to seeing vou again next season.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bridges, Mgrs.

85’lt

Try it in your home for 10 days«*
free — no obligation to buyl
EASY TERMS

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
352 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, MF..
TELEPHONE 980
New Farnswurth Memorial Bldg.

, I.
^'5
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ON THE OLD “FRANK JONES”

■■

FROM MEMORY’S REALM
Mark Twain’s Visit To Rockland Was In 1901

—Another Well Known Humorist
Gladys S. Heistad

(By Frank A. Winslow)

a

/

tr boat thus far, but it should be
OM Time “Copt”
remembered that she is being sailed
by a man who has had one season’s
experience in her, while the Con
stitution is new to her commander.
“What about the Shamrock?”
“I think she stands more show
cf winning than Lipton’s first
yacht.”
The party asked numerous ques
tions concerning local points of In
terest, particularly regarding the
granite and lime regions. Commo
dore Rogers expressed admiration
of the Rockland-Rockport Lime
Co.’s barges, which he had seen
previously in other ports.
Mr. Reed paid a brief visit to the
heme cf Col E. R. Spear with whom
he had been intimate since 1868,
when both were in the Main: Leg
islature. The families of Mr. Reed
and Col. Spear have also been in
timate for many years.
His first name was John and he
The Kanawha's destination was lived at The Meadows. What was
Bath.
bis last name?

By this time someone recognized
Mv desire to read again the inOne of the most interesting items and here the most delicate shade
icivi w which I had with Mark th ccnscipucius form of Thomas
in the Farnsworth Homestead in of feeling may be expressed—th
t'’.va:n was gratified in an uncxpect- B. Reed, and the reporter made
this city is the piano. Of the old- white and black kc.s seem insiincid manner by Marin Cobb Fuller, his way to the inner circle. Coun
fashioned square grand type, it is with human passion, and al! tli
mcily ol Rockland, and for quite try reporters are not without some
a lovely piece of furniture, but that larioiv. e ■ otion ■ whi h L.e mos
mini ,rr of years connoted with advantages over their city brethren,
un't the ntriguing lea'uie. By accompli hed \ iolinist au icel and
i Ma tie Sta'C Library in An arid when the writer unfolded his
1
placed
nea'h th
purpose tc. the group, they talked
pullin?. a small luioo on the left achieve, a.
il 'a.
iorwaid and pumping a pedal, the lingers and a. h? command <>»
Mrs. Fuller recall'd seeing the w.thout fear of being misquoted
one of lhe piano is changed into ;1. jcrti inner
| ..ucklxiard party,-to which I re- and sensationalized in some yel
And yet lie pianofor c ii ot be
'fe.reri in a fcuier letter, bccau: low journal.
hat o. an organ. Much speculation
the distinguished members of the
has been expressed concerning it. ref. of it , c ul.a, nature all t
Mr Reed s associates were Sam
remain unlisparty called upon the late E R uel I.. Clemens, known throughout
i , ec a .y as i„ is known only two usual re ources
Spear at his home on Beech street. the world as Mark Train, Commo
t.. hree such pianos exist in this turbei; and so perfect is the ap
nd she could not li lp m i" ’ S dore H H Rogers, Col. A. O. Paine
in.nr, ooay l e earch made by plication of liu invent on .ha. i
auch an inteie ting locking per. on and Dr C. C Rice of New York. Mr.
in- o'-.a n,-r of one of these pianos, is adapted to cve.’.v cla o. p tu . )While I am on the subject of hu- I
This view was had many years ago from th° hurricane deck of the
:■ the white-haired and wlnte-.'...d Rogers was the host cf this d.s- }
. ow ..ting in Belfast, d s. loses the fortc, large or s : all, square or up
mor,
I want tc say that I had the [
Marne
(
’
enlrM
’
s
bi?;
side
wlirdcr
Frank
Jones
on
its
run
“
through
the
ullowing aiticle taken from the right. th.n or poor, powerful an I K»aeh." High above the water, the magnificent se nery could bp >een Malk Twain.
tinguished group, and while ex- ’ gcod fortune to serve a long appren- I
.
”
. _ .
I
think,
”
writes
Mrs.
Fuller.
brilliant
Its
only
external
gn
i>
Boston transcript of Feb. 6, 184ft;
speaker Reed went off to grasp the j ticeship with a man who possessed LOCal AlTIOCP Agent Going 10
to great advantage. The Jones was a big steamer 263 feet long of 1631
Hi rctnar a 1c and ingenious an extra pedal, a'd 'lie tightest gross tons. She came to an unhappy end, blowing up in World War I !"that some cf your younger road- glad hand of Congressman Little- '
Annual Outing At Poland
jets w'll wonder what a buckboai . field, Mr. Rogers explained to the it In a very high and delightful I
improvement lor 'he pianoforte is j tc sure s amp e i draw forth a wh.n used as an ammunition carrier.
degree
Spring
was. why a yachting party she lit! reporter that the party came
ihe invention of one of our coun-I variety of ins'.rur in al e tc s ant
I
refer
to
the
late
William
Oliver
j
be
using
such
a
singularly
uneoinW. L. Hopkins, Rockland, local
irymen iMr. Coleman) whose ear must ult.n.a ely ciotc an entire
hither in his steam yacht, Kana
j l .liable means of transportation." wha. and that for two days they Fuller, with whom I was associated agent for the American Oil ConP
n.u .t have been peculiarly attuned revol.ition in th? pianoforte playing
II attribute my present age r.i j had been trying to unravel the in for so many years, while he was pany, will attend the annual out
to irelody, or he could scarcely and writing '
The
handsome
little
side
wheeler
bank
at
Sorrento
and
going
to
condition
to the fact that I seldom I tricacies of a Marne coast feg bank. edi’or and publisher of The Cou ing of the Amoco Agent’s Club to
Tire
Los.on
T
anscript
of
Feb.
10
have produced so admirable a con
rier-Gazette.
dispute
feminine
views, but in this
trivance to assist sound, and sent 1845. earned another article setting depicted last Saturday was read l.v Pieces there. Comments welcome,
be held at the Mansion House, Po
Mark Twain sat upon the rear
Although his ability as a humorist
instance
I
feel
that
I
must,
for
in
forth
the
ica
onable
price
of
the
forth with 1 mitrble clearness even
land Spring, Maine, on Sept. 19 and
recognized by a dozen writers. The i sharjnB honors with Mr. Tapley
seat, listening to Mr. Rogers' ex
did not desert him in the very late J
20. The Club Is composed of all
its faintest vibration. It may not AEolian Attachment and sta ing' first was C. H Tapley who named for sending in the correct name of my baseball days we considered the planation and looking mere like his
years of his life, it was in his prime [
be generally known in this city that it was understood that or her the Sorrento and took issue the mystery vessel and likewise get buckbcai'd as a delightful method newspaper portraits than most
agents and distributors of the
that he was making the country
of traveling.—Ed I.
that the enterprising firm of T. ders for it far exceed the ability of
American Oil Company throughout
distinguished people.
chuckle through his syndicated
with one authority which showed ting the Strand tickets thereby was
"Perhaps,"
continues
Mrs.
Ful

the
manufacturers
to
execute
with

Gilbert & Co. 4C6 Washington
Maine and New Hampshire.
Any political significance to this
Mrs, Margaret Aylward Sleeper, a
ler, "the owner of the Kanawha visit?" was asked of Mr. Rogers. column which was appearing in
street, by the payment of a large out delay." Nothing more is added her as built in 1892. He states she steamboat girl by birth.
The program for the two-day
New York newspapers, and his wellwas
launched
in
1882
in
Boston
for
(,
ward an automobile, but at that
sum of money, have become the except that on Feb 20, 184ft, the
outing will in addition to recrea
"No, not hardly," laughed the
From Capt. Rosswell Eaton of rate even the roughest sea was Commodore, "unless we except Mr. known book ’What Happened To tional activity include talks by va^
sole proprietors of the Attachment' Boston Transcript announced that terry service City Point to presum
ably
East
Boston.
She
was
christ

Port
Washington. N. Y., comes smoother than Maine highways, Clemens here, who would like to be Wiggleswarth." He once told me j rlous officers of the Club and by
for this section in our country, hav "Mr Coleman who took to England
that he selected the name of Wigened
City
Point
and
bore
that
name
word
that
the bulk of the old Pen- and less dusty."
and
France
last
year
his
celebrated
American Oil Company officials.
ing the right to sell the same to
mayor of your city."
glesworth
because he did not be
until
1887
when
she
deserted
the
obscot
Bay
steamer
J.
T.
Morse
Mrs.
Fuller
tock
up
the
mattar
be used in any part of the Union. AEolian Attachment to the Piano
The principal speaker will be Floyd
Mark Twain shook his head nega
lieve it existed in real life. But he
The fact of the success of the in forte, which attracted so much at city and came to the country. She has been burned at Arthur's Kill, i f Mark Twain’s Rockland visit tively. ’ Rogers has got us mixed;
N Abbott, representative of the
early found his mistake. There
ventor in England, and the quick tention in Paris and London, was was 80.4 feet by 17.5 feet by 5.3 ft. New York presumably for the di- with an Augusta friend, and re- it’s Red who wants to be mayor,
Phoenix Insurance Co., who will
was a Massachusetts Congressman
Her new home was Mt. Desert agonal stropping iron.
ceived the following reply:
talk on “Insurance Problems."
appreciation of his extraordinary a passenger on the Hibernia yes
mayor of New York. He’s always
named Wigglewsorth. The book I
Ferry. Maine, and her usual hang
Captain Eaton notes the North
The life of Thomas Brackett
improvement by every musical am terday."
making political purchases which had wide circulation and tock its ] New York officials of the Com
ateur will be sufficient recommen
pany and R. H. Tyler and F. A.
One wonders just what happened out was Sorrento, the port, whose Haven, spic and span with a brand Reed, by McCall, does have an in- are of no benefit to him.”
place among American works of Brown, Division Manager and
dation of its utility and effects, to this AEolian Attachment that name she bore. It was a booming new name, Manhattan, and a s ack dex, and I found mention of the
"How long are you going to stay
whilst too much praise cannot be caused it to languish, for languish resort town just entering its days at last, doing her daily dozen trip, but no cate. Just ’aftei his in Maine?" queried the reporter cf humor.
Assistant Manager, respectively, of
Mr. Fuller made two trips to Eu- the American Oil Company In
awarded the well-known manufac it seems to have done It would be of lush prosperity and the steamer around the Island. The former retiremen he took a long cruise Mark Twain.
Henry II. Regers on the latturers of Boston, who have secured interesting to be able to fill in the was used for excursions and ferry Maine Central steamer, Rangely
Depends upon my good friend. rope, one cf them in his younger J Malne and New Hampshire, will bu
the right of making the invention gap between 1845 and later years, purposes around beautiful Mt. Des now Chauncey M. Depew operat- le! s yacht, and another member of Rogers." replied Mr. Clemens with days when he traveled in company j guests of the Agents at this outlngT
the party was Mark Twain.’
with the late Oliver G. Hall, and ■
more widely known to the Ameri especially now that so many ques sert Island. She was the property of ing in New York waters and the
"Mr. Reed died Dec. 7, 1902, and a shuggestive shrug of his shoul gave the Mark Twain touch to a
one
of
the
Summer
hotel
corpora

former
Eastern
Southport,
now
Col
WEST ROCKPORT
can public.
tions are asked by visitors at the
the trip took place, I think, in the ders. "I’ve got nc money and don't series of newspaper articles which
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jackson of
Gilbert & Co., will be happy to Farnsworth Homestead. If any of tions. With the coming of the de Adams is running to Coney Island
knew
the
way
back
to
New
York.
Summer of 1901. In Paine s biog
exhibit the AEolian Attachment to our readers know anything about pressed business conditions in the All are still steam and the Adams
This party lives,” he added with a will be remembered by older read South Hadley, Mass., were recent
nineties
the
business
of
the
Sor

has her stack back again after it raphy of Mark Twain, vol. 3. page
ers as "Larks Abroad.”
any of our citizens who may be in this AEolian Attachment, we will
guests of Mrs. Jackson's sister, Mr.
rento waned and Mr. Tapley re was cut down to permit her to run 1139, lie says: ’Early in August drawl, “by borrowing from each
Mr. Fuller was a very intimate and Mrs. Earl Tolman.
terested in the science of music or welcome the information.
Clemens
went
with
H.
H.
Regers
in
other,
the
amount
of
the
loan
being
desirous of witnessing its powers
Mrs W. P. Richardson of St.
One of our great contemporary membered her in his boy hood days under the bridges as a sight-see his yacht Kanawha on a cruise to limited by the denomination of the friend of the late Thomas Bailey
Aldrich and their meetings never Cloud, Fla., was week-end guest of
in the production of various har- composers, Arnold Schoenberg, cel as surging at anchor in the stream, ing craft. The former Booihbay, New Brunswick and Neva Scotia, cards.”
moniouc
effects—effects
which ebrated his 75th birthday on Sept. forlorn and neglected. He vaguely now dieselized and streamlined, is
At this point considerable anxiety failed to produce witty repartee, Mr. and Mrs. R. J Heald. While
fogers had made up a party, inwere so powerfully felt by Madame 13. His music may not be as popu recalls her as hauled out on the running daily to Coney Island.
was
manifest over the prolonged which, unfortunately failed to reach I here Mrs. Richardson, who Is the
luding cx-Spcaker Reed. Dr. Rice,
the ears of the world.
! widow of a former pastor of thaj
Caradori Allan, at the first trial lar as that of his friend, George
md Col. A. G. Paine Clemens kept absence of Mr. Reed.
I remember one incident which 1 west Rockport and Rockville^
of this instrument in London, that Gershwin, but many believe that
"You
better
gc.
look
after
him,"
MATINICUS
a log of tlie cruise. Here is an exshe immediately ordered one for he is one of the most influential,
suggested Mr. Regers to Col. Paine. occurred at Tenant’s Harbor, I be- churches, attended Sunday mornMrs Clayton Young has been ; tract:
her own beautiful residence.
lieve. Messrs Aldrich and Fuller j jng service here and called on other
if not the most influential, com
visiting relatives in Peabody, Mass..
"‘August 15th.
To Rockland, "He may be in trouble."
It has been alike the admiration poser in the world today who is
"Excellent notion,” said Mark : were watching the laborious efforts ' friends in this vicinity
for a week.
Maine, in the afternoon, arriving
j cf a stevedore who was trying to | Rev. J. W. Hyssong of Asbury
of Victoria and Albert, and its still producing music.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Philbrook about 6 p. ni. In the night. Dr. Twain, "cnly I fear it is Littlefield
fame has spread to the French
j elevate a lot cf watermelons to j park, N. J., a former pastor, will
Schoenberg was born in Vienna
visited her parents in Portland Rice baited the author with his who is in trouble. Reed may be
Court, whither as we learn, its in in 1874. We have always thought of
I be the speaker at the morning
winnngs and caught a whale 90 telling him about his latest politi- the wharf.
over the week-end.
ventor has been invited. We trust Vienna as the home of music, and
“That man's having a hard time : service Sunday at 930. His subI
t
calcal
distinction."
Mrs. Marie Ripley was a recent feet long. He said so himself.
that the American public are not here at the close of the Nineteenth
ject is “It Costs." His evening subis thought that if there had been
A .v°un8 man in the garb of ; of it," said Mr. Aldrich.
Rockland caller.
to enforce the truth of the old say Century came together the three
ject at the Rockport Baptist Church
“
Yes.
”
said
Mr.
Fuller,
“
they
Knox County jail attracted the
Fred Arnold of Fairhaven, Mass, another witness like Dr. Rice the
ing tha a prophet has no honor in young composers whose music was
whale would have been longer'." group s attention at this moment. 1 raise melons with a great deal of where he will be the speaker both
has returned here after a few days
his own country,' but hope rather to be the last flowering of the Vi
morning and evening will be
Armed with this excellent au"Whats he been doing? asked difficulty up here.
at home, and will start finishing
that the success of Mr. Coleman ennese tradition—Gustav Mahler.
Mr. Fuller's daily life at the edi Christian's Diet."
thority. I took down The Courier- Mr. Rogers of the reporter.
News from the Light Keepers
the interior of W. B Young's new
in other lands will but induce good Richard Strauss, and Arnold Scho
Mr. and Mrs. Dell Hyssong have
and Coast Guard men of the
Gazette's bound fill, fcr the year
But Mark Tdain volunteered the tor’s desk was illuminated with wit
house.
music in the family circle, will find enberg.
returned
to their home in Port
ty
sayings,
and
association
lyith
1901.
and
sure
enough
there
was
ieply.
"That
young
man,
said
Penobscot Bay area
Clarence Thistle of Rockland has
the AEolian Attachment to be a
him was a source of lasting pleas land and Mr. and Mrs. John Hys
His career was divided between
the
story
m
tlie
Aug.
17
issue.
llP
probably
had
the
audacity
to
been a recent guest of his sister
great desideratum for the p ano.
song, Jr., and daughter have re
ure.
Berlin and Vienna until 1933 when
Saddleback Ledge, Vinalhaven
and husband. Mr. and Mrs Chaney Maybe somebody will be inteie ted run for Congress against Reed.
The London Post of Jan. 1, < 1845, the Nazi edict removed him from
He could easily have gained a turned to Criehaven after a visit
Commodore Rogers was asked fcr
in
reading
the
article
which
fol-i Ripley.
has the following notice of Mr. his position on the faculty of the
an opinion concerning the coming wider reputation as a humorist, with Rev. and Mrs. John W. Hys
1
Mrs. Thomas Young and infant ows:
Coleman's invention which we copy Prussian Academy of Arts. He made
yaclil race. He admitted that the but he yielded to the call of the song, Sr. Miss Mary Hyssong went
| daughter have returned to their
for the sake of the greater infor his way to Paris and later tn the
When Mark Twain Came
Constitution had hardly shown up wild, and opportunity knocked in to Criehaven with her brother and
i home here from Rockland.
mation it conveys of its qualities, United States. After a Winter of
A buckboard containing five dis- as satisfactorily as could be wished. vain..
capacities and movements:
Mr and Mrs. Leon Googins of tinguished lolling personages, drove
teaching in Boston, he went to Cal
The "call cf the wild" was what Archimedian lever which moves
"The Columbia," said he, "has
Cherryfield have been visiting her along Main street the other morn” "AElolian Attachment: This is ifornia, establishing his home in
TF
shown herself to be rather the bet- j Mr. Fuller often referred to as "the the world "—the printing press.
nephew and wife, Mr. and Mrs. ing and there was some casual
the name which the ingenious in- Brentwood, near Los Angeles. In
Clayton Young.
speculation as to their identity.
ven or has affixed to one of those Los Angcie.^ he taught at the Uni
Eileen Ames has returned to Rockland has so many distinguished
musical desiderata which have versity of Southern California and
Oak Grove in Vassalboro.
visitors in the Summer, however,
been rather hoped for than expect later at the University of Califor
Miss Leona Webber of Cape Eliz-, that nobody gave tile matter more
ed. All pianists and manufacturers nia from which he was retired at
abeth has been visiting relatives j than passing thought and were in
of the instrument have long felt the age of 70.
that artistic skill and mechanical 1 A lengthy and enlightening arti
here for a few days before return- ignorance until the fact leaked out
ing to Melrose. Mass., for the Win- that the city had been entertainingenuity were vainly essayed to cle about this great musician is
banish the woodiness of sound and carried in the magazine supplement
ing angcls unawares
GENUINE 54 IN.
we here at Saddle Back Light will . A reporter scented a story in
want of sustained vibration that of the New York Times of Sunday,
Enroute to Saddleback.
be saying so long for now until we the group but Orville Wood, the
attended the emission of its tone. Sept. 11. It is worth reading.
YOUNGSTOWN KITCHENAIDER
August was really a month for drop you a few more ,incs
The AEolian Attachment not only Those who saw the delightful
driver, could give no more definite
removes the vils that are inherent movie recently “Come to the Stable" visitors. In the last two weeks we
Edward Griffin,
information than that the men
to the pianoforte but imports to it will be interested to hear about the have had over 25 visitors.
U. S. C. G. were a lot of dukes.”
The Coast Guard life boat has
a distinctive vibratory and sustain nuns who were taught folk dancing
ing power, combining the rich vol at Fordham University Summer been here at the Light with a bit
ume and swell of the organ with school. The nuns, all of them paro of supplies and a new man. So
Nationally Famous
the passionate intensity and path chial school teachers, took daily in we are all here at the light now.
etic tenderness elicited from an struction in the dances to be intro One of us will soon be going in
.quality No better
Amati or a Stradivarius, by the duced to their pupils this Fall. The town to go home on liberty. Good
gifted violinist. By the aid of this priest calling the airs was Rev. Leo old liberty.
value at any price!
invention the dominant vibration P. Wobido, recreational director of
The weather has been sort of bad
Installation
may be sustained during the exe the Summer school, who explained in the last few days but it is pretty I
cution of the most difficult passes, the purpose of the dancing. Swirl fair now. We were here before j
This sink sold originally for $134.95, the biggest bargain for 1949. KALER as
and yet there is the most perfect ing in admirable cadence, the nuns the storms so I guess we will be
assimilation fo sound; indeed, not swung around the gym floor as if after them. tAt least a few of them,
you might know has plenty of them for Immediate Delivery!
only in the necessary balance nev they had been doing square and we hope.
er destroyed, but the general qual round dances all their lives.
Summer will soon be gone and,
ity of tone Is improved.
YOUR LOCAL FRANCHISED DEALE*
Their brown, black and white ha “Old man Winter" will be with us '
The power of the lower portion bits did not seem to quench their once again. It won’t be long now
Gibson Electric Refrigerators and Electric Stoves, Deep Freezers, International
of the pianoforte may be increased verve and they were unembarresed and we’ll be getting out the gear
The effectiveness of your prescribed medicine depends upon
to that of the lower double c of and even gay Father Wobido points to chop ice off the mast and places
Harvester Electric Refrigerators and Deep Freezers, Admiral Electric Refriger
the accuracy with which it is compounded. Your doctor’s
an organ pipe of 32 feet. But the out that folk dancing in this coun around.
prescription specifics exactly the quantities of each and every
principal advantage is gained in try is undergoing a great revival,
We have a land line telephone
ators and Electric Stoves, Monarch Electric Comb, and Glenwood Gas and Oil
ingredient. And our laboratory is equipped with the most pre
the middle region of the instrument especially among teen agers. “All and the Coast Guard were here to
cise instruments, and staffed by experienced pharmacists who
Stoves, Kitchen Craft and Youngstown Kitchens Complete.
of this fits in with our contention give us a badly needed new one. I
painstakingly check and re-check every step of their operations
that if young people find their re So we are all set now for any calls
to assure the required absolute accuracy- In prescription com
creation in the right places where which may come in. So I guess
pounding—all quantities are exactly as specified by your doc
Eastern Maine’s Largest and Lowest Price Appliance Store
both crowd and activities can be
tor—there is never a haphazard "one for good measure!” , . ,
controlled," he says, “they are pro of ninety folk dance recordings,
not even a drop or a dram.
Shawmut Bank Finance
tected from the many baneful in and adds new songs he hears by j
fluences connected with commer means of his own recording equip
cial recreation. The simplicity of ment. He has been teaching the
square dancing, its frequent inter steps to nuns in many cities, as
change of partners, and the fact well as to other adults and groups '
FRED L. GOODNOW, Prop.
that it puts no penalty on the in of young people. In his 50,000 miles
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
experienced dancer are its best a year of travel, he states he finds I
features.’’
nuns just as adept as pupils as any i
MAIN AT PARK STS., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 446
83-85
Father Wobido has a collection other group.

Hopkins Will Attend

STEAMBOATERS’PROBLEM

GUARDIANS

Of Our Coast

COME IN ANO COMPARE!

CABINET SINK

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

HAROLD B. KALER

WASHINGTON, MAINE

Tel. 5-25.

